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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
Among the pressing societal tasks of the present era
is the education of adults who have had some education but

not enough to make it possible for them to fit into the
mainstream, of society and to make the contribution for

which they have the potential.

This is especially true in

urban areas where 70 % of the 200 million Americans now live.

These figures are expected to increase to more than 80 %
and 241 million by 1980.

Of this number it is estimated

that many of the largest cities will have a concentration
of 50 % and over of black residents, for the central cities

now house mostly the minorities, the aged, and the

disadvantaged.

1

That an ever-increasing number of these

undereducated urban adults are also poor and mostly black
is a fact with special educational implications.

They must compete in the labor market but are lacking
the educational benefits which would make it possible for

them to obtain any but unskilled or semi-skilled jobs.
Yet they must support families which, according to Anderson

and Niemi, are usually larger than average.

They belong

to a poverty sub-culture created by their generational

1
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Interaction with a dominant society which permits the
conditions that created the poverty yet rejects the people
who suffer from the conditions.

The survival values and

characteristics which the poor have necessarily developed
have engendered some attitudes and behaviors which can have

an inhibiting effect upon their progress.
The Adult Basic Education program has defined these

adults as lacking the communicative, computational and
social skills which would allow them to obtain employment

commensurate with their real ability, raise their level of
education and enable them to become more productive and

responsible citizens.
One method by which these inadequacies can be redressed
is the central thesis of this study.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The present Adult Basic Education (ABE) program has
just begun to tackle the issue of Americans numbering in
the millions who are illiterate or whose education is so

minimal that they are classified as functionally illiterate
(able to function at more than fifth grade but less than

eighth grade level).

The passage in 1964 of the Economic

Opportunity Act made possible some breakthroughs in
identifying ABE students, preparing programs and training
teachers.

Universities, colleges and school systems as well
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as a number of federal, business and social agencies
have

entered the field as sponsors of various types of ABE
programs.

Still only the tip of the Iceberg is visible.

That an appreciation of the magnitude of the problem
is beginning to grow can be seen by the announcement of the

United States Office of Education of its 1970 allotment to
the fifty states of $40 million to provide education to the
8 th-grade

level to undereducated American adults.

This

amount represents a gradual increase from $14 million in
1965 to the present figure.

Participation is also

expected to increase to 570,000 as opposed to 530,000 in
1969 and 400,000 in 1968.

A national survey of those adults

currently enrolled in ABE programs showed that approximately
60 $ lived in urban areas and had an income below $3000 per

year. 4

As large as these amounts seem, they do not meet the

Among the seven recommendations for ABE through 1972

need.

made by the National Advisory Committee on ABE are the
following:
2.

That the Office of Education be strongly urged
to look with favor on requests from the state
education agencies for additional funding of
the Adult Basic Education Program in areas of
urban crisis; that $20 million in additional
funds be appropriated Immediately for this
purpose.

8.

That the Adult Basic Education Program be
extended beyond the present eighth-grade

functional level through legislative action,
that additional funds be appropriated for
this purpose.
The total funds recommended by the committee to
bring the

ABE program to its needed level of productivity was
$145

million for 1970, $190 million for 1971, and $255 million
for 1972. 6
The committee recognized, in their 8th recommendation,
that many adults with an 8th-, 10th-
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and even 12th-grade

education are still handicapped relative to employment.
The term ‘disadvantaged adult* as used in this study refers
to such a person,

sixteen and over who either lacks

sufficient education or cannot make use of the education he
has to obtain the kind of employment or career he would like
to have and for which he has the potential.

He lives in or

on the fringes of a poverty sub-culture which means that

doors toward progress and advancement that are open to

others are not open to him.

Anderson and Nlemi make the

point succinctly:

The term "disadvantaged” is applied to those who
are members of a poverty sub-culture and thus
handicapped with respect to the mode of the
dominant culture.
The existence of a distinct sub-culture
accentuates the fact that cultural differences
are not necessarily synonymous with cultural
deprivation.

Miller sees this growing number of adults as an issue in

contemporary urban society and wonders
how adult education
will fare as it "considers best how
to
.
enlarge
,
educational opportunity ... for people
whose lives are
blunted by poverty and racial and other
forms
.

of

discrimination.
Funds, institutions, curricula, methods,
and techniques
must be developed which will provide for
disadvantaged

adults education which is substantive, relevant,
vital and
ongoing.
Supplying teachers for this population segment is

another aspect that needs attention.
from?

Where will they come

Smith reports on a study of teacher attitudes in

fifteen major American cities where 17 % of the teachers had
been in their ghetto school for one year and 63 for five
$

years or less.

The greatest dissatisfaction expressed was

with the community and the teaching conditions and this

accounted for the high rate of attrition. ^

While these

teachers were involved with regular elementary and secondary

school-age students the findings Indicate one of the

difficulties faced in recruiting teachers for adults who live
in the same areas the youthful students live in.

Although

this paper does not seek to answer the question of teacher
supply, it is noted that preparing the quality and quantity
of Instructional personnel for disadvantaged adults is an

urgent matter.
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The most urgent Issue however is the development
of
educational programs for the disadvantaged adult.

Through

regular adult education program offerings thousands of

adults have received both literacy education and higher

education but the numbers of disadvantaged adults whom
these programs have reached is miniscule compared to the
need.

Since the Economio Opportunity Act of 196 ^ special

attention has been given to the disadvantaged adult through
programs such as the Manpower Development Training Act
(MDIA)

,

the Department of Labor-financed Job Opportunities

in the Business Sector (JOBS) administered by the National

Alliance of Businessmen (NABS), the Concentrated Employment
Programs (CEP) also financed by the Labor Department, and
the Work Incentive Now (WIN) program.

About 600 non-

governmental agencies have become engaged in some type of
adult education program.

In 1967 alone, the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare Identified 18,200,000

people as eligible for ABE programs but only 380*838
enrolled in some kind of adult education.
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Of that

number, how many completed the program and how many were

able to attain better Jobs as a result?
Some indication of the estimated answer is provided by

three studies.

Barnes and Hendrickson reported that of the

ABE programs they observed it was difficult in some

instances to maintain an average dally
attendance of 30 % or
better.
Moss and Richardson reported a study of
ABE

dropouts who left class after less than 50 hours
of
instruction.
A Manpower Besearch Program found

that nine

out of ten trainees in the JOBS Project
criticized the

project because it had failed to fulfill their
expectations
of improving their chances for job success.

The large number of disadvantaged adults still underemployed or unemployed which every statistical study bears
out suggests that the educational opportunities leading

effectively to jobs or job improvement, and the rate of

disadvantaged adults benefiting from effective educational
opportunities leaves much to be desired.
For disadvantage to yield to advantage means in most
instances improved education and employment with an upward

mobility factor built into both.

On this point Smith notes

If the disadvantaged are to enjoy options in
the world of work they must be kept academically
alive. They cannot be shunted aside into low
ability groups and not allowed to develop the basic
skills required further up the educational line.

They must not only be kept alive, they must also
be given the knowledge and the experience requisite
to intelligent choice. 14
It also means changing a defeating self-image into a

successful self-image for, as Anderson and Niemi found,
"from their earliest experiences of failure in a middle-

class oriented school system, the disadvantaged develop a

8

concsept of low self-esteem and a lack of
self-confidence ul 5
.

But this is still not the whole of the matter
for In
the United States, the disadvantaged as seen
by the dominant
society and so named by it, is most often black,
especially
the urban disadvantaged.

Therefore any effective program for

the disadvantaged adult must take into consideration
not only

open-ended education linked to open-ended employment

opportunities but also the implications of what being black
in America means.

A program which blends these necessary ingredients

successfully can then be replicated to fit the special needs
of other disadvantaged groups in the United States such as

the Indians, the Appalachians, and the Spanish- speaking.

Silberman makes this point that the Negroes are not the only

disadvantaged people coming into the cities and mentions the
steady stream of Puerto Ricans and Appalachian whites

pouring in.
But the Puerto Ricans and the Appalachian whites
affect only a limited number of cities, usually in
a limited way. There are a good many other city
problems besides the Negro problem /italics mine/
in short.
But the Negro problem is xvhat city
planners and officials are really talking about
when they refer to The City Problem. 16
,

Despite this fact, the solutions for the plight of

urban disadvantaged adults, black, white or red, have
received relatively little notice.

The educational,

sociological and business communities have largely focused
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their attention upon disadvantaged youth.

Yet adults*

needs are more urgent In a sense because they
are adults
and have all of the responsibilities of that
status without
the means of fulfilling them.
Education of some sort
is

the one viable way out of this dilemma.

The problem Is:

what kind of educational program is needed for the

disadvantaged adult?
The specific objective of this project is to present
the conceptualization, implementation, and evaluation of a

short-term model educational program designed to prepare

disadvantaged women (drawn mostly from the black ghetto)
for clerical jobs, and in the process, bring about positive
changes in attitude and behavior.

The methodology will

approximate that of a case study assessment.
The hypothesis is that a program containing the
elements to be delineated in the following pages has the
capability of reducing educational and achievement
disadvantage.
In Chapter II the literature will be reviewed to

ascertain what has been reported thus far on programs for
the disadvantaged adult.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF LITERATURE

While the literature of adult education
according to
Verner reflects the growing maturity of the field,
that

which relates to the urban, undereducated adult is
scant
as focus on this area, though long overdue, is
recent.
In the past ten years literature concerning
the education
of the disadvantaged has proliferated but it deals
almost

exclusively with the school-age child.

Little can be

found which relates to the disadvantaged adult.
Miller, discussing the purpose and methods of adult

education anticipates adult educators developing "clearer
and more coherent images of particular purposes with

particular groups of adults” and adapting "more experimental attitudes toward methodology."^

Anderson and Niemi have produced the most thorough
and up-to-date (1969) analytical survey regarding adult

education and the disadvantaged adult.

One of their

conclusions is that these adults can be helped through
effective educational programs but the significant

essentials have yet to received the requisite attention,
therefore "programs of change seem doomed if they adhere
to established patterns of contact.

10
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Ulmer notes the scarcity of research and statistics
on the outcome of adult basic education and indicates that
the possibility exists of creating "dramatic changes in the

life patterns of students through the adult education

process ," 20

Ulmer*

s

Teaching the Disadvantaged Adult is

one of the few works giving guidelines to the specific task
of educating the disadvantaged adult.

Continuing education, a term used by some writers in
preference to adult education, is seen by Levin and Slavet
as playing a vital role in a number of critical areas such

as poverty programs and manpower training but they note
that "recognition of this great potential is a long way from

design and implementation of an effective program.
Knowles, visualizing some new perspectives for adult

education, hopes that the curriculum of adult education

may gradually turn from "a hodgepodge of remedial activities
to a positive program of sequential development."

22

Verner and Booth deplore the fact that not only is
there not enough adult education but that what is

available is not necessarily the right kind, nor is
adequate professional leadership available.
What was once seen as a problem not connected with

America now looms as a significant one, states Cortrlght
and Brice, necessitating the development of new educational
2
strategies toward decreasing undereducation.

Zl
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Brunner and his associates described nonparticipants
in adult education as having less than an eighth-grade

education, of low economic status and subsistence level of
living, laborers and service workers.

M

As this group

includes a disproportionate number of those who enter

adult life without adequate educational preparation, a
Ts presented to adult educators to find means of

reaching a group which represents a continuing drain upon
the resources of society.

Silberman also speaks about society, describing how
the city has always had immigrants whose labor it has

needed and how it has equipped them to take their place
as fully participating members of society, that, in fact,

"bringing people from society's backwaters into the mainstream of American life" has always been the glory and the

business of the American city.

But the city today is not

dealing in this time-honored way with its newest immigrants
because they are distinguished from the others "not by

religion or national origin, but by color."

The roots of

the issue go back to slavery and "the Negro's systematic

exclusion from American society."

The issue, however, is

more than Just an urban one, Silberman says:

....

It is also the problem of all the U. S.
rural or urban. North or South - though it is in
the large Northern cities that the solution is
Speeding the Negro's integration
most likely.
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into American life - helping the big-city
Negroes
move up into the great American middle class^is
and most urgent piece of business
facing the U. 3. today. 26

Bernstein agrees.

He begins his argument with the

statement that funds for both urban and adult education

forthcoming but warns that education does not come
easily, that retraining can be laborious and the labor

force may not feel like assuming these responsibilities

and new disciplines, especially when, presumably, the

Guaranteed Annual Wage may soon become a reality.
Fortunately, he goes on, the evidence is that men do not

want handouts.
Instead, we can be more constructively concerned
about programs that promise human improvement; for
example, with the maximum contribution that Negroes
can make, not with comparisons between Negro and
white maximums. Our major question is: Can Negoes
be improved? The answer is an unmistakable
affirmative .... A second question is: Can the
improvement be significant? Again, the evidence
is affirmative.
A third question is: Is the
improvement, significant as it is, worth the
financial investment? The affirmative is more
resounding than before, here affecting not only
Negro life but the life of non-Negroes too.^^

The need for urban adult education, then, is no small matter
but one of national Importance.
As we have seen, the literature gives little that is

specific about programs for the disadvantaged adult,

however it points to the potential of the area, to the need
for innovative educational strategies to effectively tap
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this potential, and to the recognition that
the

disadvantaged adult most central to the issue is the
Negro.

Chapter III will describe the development of MOST

(Modem Office Skills Training), an innovative educational
program for black adult women in an urban area.

CHAPTER III

THE "MOST" PROGRAM
CONCEPT UALIZAT ION

Educational planning for the disadvantaged adult must
take into consideration some of the social characteristics

and expectations of the participants.

Among the first

factors to be determined is the location of the educational
activity.
One of the contributing reasons for the disadvantaged

condition is the adult's previous experience with education.

Usually the school represents for him a place where he was
unsuccessful, frustrated, and embarrassed.

Now that he is

an adult, even though he recognizes his need for education,
he is reluctant to return to school.

He feels 'ashamed'

to return to a place that is for 'kids'; he remembers his

earlier unhappy days there, and he feels removed because
of his adult status.

Also, school educational programs

are usually just that

-

they are not linked with the

employment opportunities the disadvantaged adult seeks.

These are among the reasons "the school is not the locus
for initial educational programs for the disadvantaged.

2

The logical connection for an educational enterprise

for adults preparing themselves for better employment
15

ft
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opportunities Is with business or industry.

Since the

early 1960*s there has been a rise in the feeling
of
social responsibility in all elements of the population
and

a realization that the ‘entry point into society rests
on

economic viability'

,

therefore when President Lyndon

Johnson in his 1968 State of the Union message challenged
the private sector to provide Jobs, more than 1500

businesses and industries responded with the formation of
the National Alliance of Businessmen and the pledge of Jobs

on an increasing yearly basis.

Business and industry found that the pledge of Jobs
often led to a need for Job training and other aspeots of

pre-employment as noted by Edmonds:
Business and industry have a real stake in
•
helping people to help themselves. Training
programs and stepped-up recruiting have begun to
show their effect on the environment in which our
businesses operate. 30
•

•

Consideration of these factors has led to the placement of training programs for the disadvantaged adult on
the premises of many business establishments, and

specifically to the location of the Modern Office Skills

Training (MOST) program at the Travelers Insurance
Companies' home office in Hartford, Connecticut.

It is

especailly appropriate, according to Billingsley, that a
large insurance company should be thus involved:

17

.
The recent announcement of the largest
.
.
Insurance companies that they intend to invest
a billion dollars in urban rehabilitation over
the next few years ... is welcome
It must be stated in all candor, however, that
a one billion dollar investment is pitifully
small, not only in terms of the need, but in
terms of the amount of money the insurance
companies take out of the Negro ghetto. 31

....

The idea for MOST germinated from two specific needs.
The first was the need of the large number of minority

women (mostly black and some Puerto Rican) who came to the
Urban League in Hartford seeking job opportunities,

A

recently released study by Berman of employment in the

Hartford area details the situation.
The 1970 census showed Hartford with a population of
158,000 of which 44,000 were black and about 20,000

Spanish-speaking.

The clty*s black and Spanish unemployed

make up about 63> of the total registered unemployed.

neighborhoods in ghetto areas reported as high as
working.

5

Some

not

Although 20 % of Spanish-speakers have fewer than

five years of schooling compared to 14% blacks and 4$
whites, the Spanish group family income is somewhat higher

than that of the blacks and both are far below the whites,

which indicates that while discrimination is evident in
both groups, it is more severe against blacks.

Blacks are

far more likely than whites and somewhat more likely than
Spanish origin persons to work as laborers or service
employees.

Twice the number of non-white than white

18

unemployed expressed a desire to be working,
one important
reason being that black women do not have as
much freedom
of choice as whites in deciding whether
or not to take a
Job.

Their families are larger; their husbands earn less;

they are often the head of a family and thus, the
only

breadwinner.

Therefore, they were not only more likely to

be in the labor force and in its lowest levels, but
they

were also more likely to want a Job even when some impediment prevented them from seeking work.3 2

The second need which led to MOST was that of Travelers
for clerical help.

The insurance industry is a 'paper

industry' and there is a continuous need for people, mostly

female, to handle that paper in its many operational

aspects.

A discussion of these needs between representatives
of Urban League and Travelers led to the idea of a clerical

training program for minority females eighteen and over,
who either had not graduated from high school or who had but
still could not find suitable employment.

They would be

trained in a class at Travelers by Travelers personnel and
paid an hourly stipend by Travelers.

At the end of the

training they would be offered a Job at Travelers.

Urban

League would recruit the candidates, give an initial
screening, then refer them to Travelers personnel depart-

ment where they would be given the usual employment test

*
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and a final selection would be made.

The test was to be

used for diagnostic purposes only and to ascertain
if the
applicant had reading and verbal skills at a level
that

would enable her to take advantage of the training.
Urban League had a large number of applications on
file of women who were potentially eligible and desirous
of obtaining some training that would qualify them for

employment, and the number was expected to increase rather

than decrease as time went on.

However, several variables

had to be considered in determining the number of women to

train at one time.

One was the number of appropriate job

openings that Travelers could be sure of having available
each time a class was concluded.

Another variable which had
in relation to effectiveness.

to.

be considered was size

The planners were aware that

the students would probably need a certain amount of

individual help and so it might be desirable to keep the

number small even though the need was great.

That this

decision was correot is borne out by Anderson and Niemi
who found "smaller natural or autonomous locality groups
are better suited to the sub-cultural milieu of the

disadvantaged as these permit personalized communication
and interpersonal contacts."

Also, education and training

programs designed for the disadvantaged adult must be
personal, informal and individual nJJ
.
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When a classroom space was Identified in the

Travelers facilities, it was found that twelve could be
comfortably accommodated and since this was a small enough

number to place at one time, and to allow for Individual
help and close, personal contact, this was the class size
adopted.

The next factor was program length
or months should the training last?

depended upon what was to be taught.

-

how many weeks

This of course
Since keyboard and

filing skills were most in demand at Travelers and many of
the women seeking jobs had expressed an interest in these

activities, the curriculum was built around these skills.
It was determined that eighty hours of typing instruction

would make it possible for the student to be placed as a
typist, keypunch operator, or tapewriter, depending on

her interest, accuracy and knowledge of grammar.

Students

who lacked finger dexterity and would not make good key-

board workers would still have some typing knowledge and
could be placed as file, service, or record clerks.

The

length of the training session then was set at eight weeks,

and the hours from nine to four o'clock, Monday through
Friday.
It was agreed that the first class would be taught

by a training specialist from Travelers personnel department, then evaluated and a decision made on the future of

21

MOST.

The Instructor planned typing for the morning hours;

after an hour lunch break filing, reading, arithmetic
and
grammar cxasses were scheduled*

She obtained programmed

instruction materials for the reading, arithmetic and
grammar.

Typing was to follow the usual textbook format

in which the keyboard was taught, then reinforced through
drill, followed by the teaching of the correct typing of

letters and memoranda.

Individual filing kits and rule-

books were purchased for the filing lessons.
Other activities were planned by the instructor to
supplement the vocational aspects: several sessions on

personal grooming; sessions on telephone usage with focus
on office application; tours of the various units in

Travelers where class-related work was done; opportunities
to stay in some departments for half a day to observe how

work procedures were carried out; and weekly discussions
with the director of Connecticut Vocational Rehabilitation.
At the end of the eight weeks, an evaluation form was
to be completed by the instructor for each student which

included the criteria for successful completion of the
program: attendance, attitude, ability to learn, best five-

minute timed typing score and general comments.

No exact

figure was given for the permitted number of absences or
tardies but if in the eight-week period there were more
than three without a very good reason, it was felt this

22

would Jeopardize a student's chance of placement.

The

type of attitude looked for was one of interest
and a

serious effort to learn.

Ability to learn meant the

demonstrated ability to assimilate the new skills.

The

typing score represented the maximum number of
words per

minute that could be typed without errors in a five-

minute period.

The general assessment of the student as

a potential employee was to be given in the comments.

The final aspect of the planning for MOST concerned
the ending of classwork and the placement of the students.

Since some of the students would be early-leavers from

high school who had not graduated, and the general level
of participation was expected to be high,

it was felt that

a graduation ceremony and the awarding of a certificate
of achievement would be appropriate.

This was planned in

conjunction with a luncheon for the students in the

Travelers cafeteria on the final class day.

After the evaluations were sent by the instructor to
the personnel department, each student was to be inter-

viewed and placed on a Job in the same manner that regular

applicants were placed.

Their beginning date as a full-

time employee was set to coincide with the Monday following

their Friday graduation so there would be no hiatus in

employment or wages.
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IMPLEMENTATION

The first MOST class began on August
14, 1967 with
eleven black women. Twelve had been chosen and sent
letters confirming their selection, however one
candidate
was unable to attend and as it was too late to
replace her,
the class had eleven members.

The instructor reported that

from the beginning, the older students saw the value
of the
'academic* work in addition to the typing and filing whereas
it took the younger students a week or two to begin to

appreciate what they were learning in grammar, reading, and
arithmetic.
hard.

Motivation was high and the students worked

As a whole, their greatest interest was in typing

(and this has remained true through the sixteen classes to

date )

The project ran smoothly and without deviation from
the way it had been planned.

A few students were absent

too often and the instructor helped them arrange their

schedules so they could get to work regularly and on time.
At the end of the first four weeks, one student explained

that she could not concentrate on the work because of the

seriousness of her domestic difficulties and she withdrew.
The supplemental activities which had been planned were
well received by the students.

At the end of the eight

weeks, the Instructor gave a reading test which, when

compared with the test results given at the beginning.
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showed an average gain in reading skills
of one and onefourth grade levels. The average typing
rate achieved was
twenty-six words per minute. All ten girls were
placed in
jobs at Travelers immediately following their
training and
graduation.

The success of this first class meant several things:
(a) females past high school age from an
educationally and

economically deficient background, not previously exposed
to office work, could be trained in eight weeks to a
skill

level sufficient for entry level employment in a clerical
area,

(b) an opportunity to the student for upward

mobility and entrance into a career area previously closed
to her,

(c)

developing for Travelers a resource which would

provide them with a supply of trained clerical employees,
(d)

provided for Urban League open-ended employment

opportunities for minority women previously unemployed or
underemployed, and (e) for the community from which the
students came, it provided models for what could be

achieved.

There was an economic benefit also because with

steady employment the women who had previously had to

receive welfare assistance could now be self-supporting,
and their wages put more money into the economy.
With this positive evaluation of the program, Urban

League and Travelers agreed to continue MOST.

another class was being recruited,

tvro

While

young women employed
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at Travelers, one black and one white,
became the

instructing staff for MOST and the training
specialist
returned to her regular assignment. Neither
of the new
instructors had professional teaching experience;
one had
been a clerk typist and the other developed
materials
’

for

training manuals.

The basis of their selection was their

competence, their interest in the program, and their

*

ability to relate to and communicate with people.
For the next six classes the program continued in the

pattern set by the first one except that the director of
Vocational Rehabilitation had to discontinue the discussion
sessions.

Approximately four weeks intervened between each

class which gave the instructors time for appraisal and
study.

Attitudinal problems such as lack of cooperation,

refusal to adhere to time schedules, and class disturbance
cropped up which resulted in several students not being

hired at Travelers.

In this regard it is interesting to

consider what sociologist Andrew Billingsley says about
black adjustment to white values.
The Negro people must be viewed, not as carbon
copies of white people, but as a people with a
distinctive history, a distinctive place in American
society, a distinctive set of life chances, and a
distinctive set of contributions to make to the
wider society. The Negro people cannot be expected
to melt or blend into the white society, except
psychologically, and at great personal expense to
the few individuals who manage to do so, and at
some loss to the general welfare of the Negro
people and the society. 3^
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Anderson and Nleml, examining the sub-culture which
the
poor minority person has developed as a means to

survival,

and which includes black people because although not

always poor, they have always been excluded from the
dominant culture, implicitly agree with Billingsley and
state that there has been a rejection of the values of

society by the disadvantaged.

However, they feel that the

social characteristics of the poor must be altered so they

will not be susceptible to the poverty-forming factors in
their environment 35
.

In MOST, and other such programs, a balance must be

maintained between these two points of view.

To try to

make the students carbon copies of the whites with whom
they work is an irrational objective and yet there is a

subtle pressure to do just that.

On the other hand, when

a student exhibits behavior that is consistently inappro-

priate to the circumstances in which she finds herself on
the Job but which served her adequately before, and which
in the short term period of training she cannot change

and therefore loses the opportunity she desires and needs,

then the necessity of social characteristics alteration
takes on a different view.

The implications of these

viewpoints as they affected MOST will be considered later
in our discussion.
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At the end of the seventh class, seventy-four

students had begun the program, sixty-four had graduated

and been hired as keypunch operators, file clerks, service
clerks, tapewriters, and typists.

Three had not reached an

adequate performance level for hiring, two had moved from
the area and five had voluntarily terminated the program.

During this time MOST had been left almost entirely
to the attention of the two instructors once the students

had been accepted.

There was little interest shown by the

management level at Travelers or by the instructors*
Immediate superiors.

There was no follow-up of the

students once they were employed except the accidental kind
that resulted from chance meeting when inquiries would be

made as to how the graduates were .getting along.

Little

attention was given to the supervisors who received the
graduates as employees.

The leaving of the academic instructor for maternity
reasons did nothing to help a situation which was beginning
to show subtle signs of demoralization for, as Edmonds notes

The simple act of a corporate head in deciding
that as a practical consideration his company
ought to recruit and train more minority group
employees will have little effect if this
decision is not made clear to all in the organization and, in some manner, reinforced. 36
It was at this juncture that a departmental change put MOST

under a management team who became concerned about both its
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immediate progress and its long-range development.

The

writer was hired to replace the Instructor who had left
and an evaluation process was begun.
A SECOND LOOK
MOST had begun strongly, proceeded adequately for a

while and then began to slow down because of lack of
close attention by the decision makers.

Now it was time for

a second look before it became completely moribund.

Miller,

discussing the evaluating process in adult education, says:
If we ask, "How well is this program of
ours succeeding in helping people to learn what
we intend they should learn?" the scope of program evaluation obviously goes far beyond the
problem of measuring individual achievement:
we need to know what goes into the program in
the first place and what kinds of changes to
make in it if it is not successful in helping
students. 37

Asking this question and looking at what went into the
program it seemed to the writer that it was necessary to
begin to look at the students somewhat differently.

In

order for MOST to achieve its potential, a number of factors
emerged as important.

One was that each student is a

whole person, not just a skill-learning entity, and must be

responded to as such; that each is a unique individual with
a contribution to make, despite what may seem to be

appearances to the contrary.

Miller warns that "we must

organize education on the assumption that every member of
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society is gifted, not in the same way or direction, but
in some individual manner."

He lists people like

scientists who are generally thought of as gifted but says
this is only a partial roster of our gifted, "and demon-

strates the training we must extend to Negroes, Indians,

Puerto Ricans, Appalachian whites, and Mexican- Americans,

wherein we strengthen the rules by behaving elastically
with them and strengthen the social system by our own

flexibility."

This new arrangement for position, he says,

will naturally cause some jockeying, but "the more Jockeys,
the better human society.

In struggling for such equality,

minorities are stating that they too are gifted and must be
given the education the gifted get."

This, he concludes,

is not cynicism, but "a sober assessment of the pattern of

aspiration in people.
,

"3°

Another factor that took on a stronger commitment was

the principle that every student is able to learn and

wants to learn.

True, the rate of learning differs since

each student is an individual with a different endowment
but all have a desire to be involved in the process of

growth.

The significance of the group to the positive

experience of the student was another concept.

Each student

as well as the class as a unit, needed to be constantly

supported by the acceptance and encouragement of the

%
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instructors and the other class members.

Although sharing backgrounds with similarities, each
group of students represented a diversity of ability,
interests, temperament, and motivation.

Each student had a

specific story to tell and an Individual path which had led

her to her state of frustration with learning, and her

view of herself as a person of little value lacking the
ability to achieve goals.

This was the one feeling all

students had in common to some degree
image of self.

a depreciating

-

Therefore it became very important to give

the student the knowledge that she could succeed for this

would fortify her for the present and against future
failure.

(See Appendix II for statements about self.)

The second look we gave MOST at this juncture might
well be summarized by the statement Edward Brice makes in

his study of the adult migrant's education:

(the migrant

is the adult newly come to the urban areas)

The need for education not only remains but
increases_^as the Individual matures / and
protherefore/ the development of a .
requires
education
migrants
adult
for
gram of
insight into the needs of this group of adults
It requires knowledge of the
in our society.
means of satisfying these needs, the energy to
translate insight and knowledge into actual
opportunities for creative education, and the
vision which makes it possible to perceive the
overarching idea one is trying to serve as
clearly as the limited, short-term objective
of a particular course. 39
.

.
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One of the factors taken Into consideration in
this

appraisal of MOST was a suggestion from the students.
Each
class was asked both in Informal group discussion and

as a

typing exercise at the end of training to give recommendations for program improvement.

The one that was most

frequently given was that the program should be longer as
eight weeks was not enough time for them to learn what
they wanted to learn.
The insight into the needs of the

students which we

gained from this evaluative process was translated into

new inputs for MOST,

The 'overarching idea* was that MOST

should provide an atmosphere and exposure in which each

student could begin to develop some awareness of what was

possible for her educationally, vocationally, and
socially.

An acute awareness was engendered of the need to

open opportunities for the student beyond skill training
into the growth of pride and self-confidence.

To the writer a vital need of the program was

counseling and it became a part of the regular schedule:
each student received individual counseling several times

with the knowledge that it was always available on a need
basis as well.

The objectives of counseling were to help

the student with practical matters such as child-care

arrangements and medical appointments, to give

her any

information she might require such as where she could find
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a needed service, and to aid her in
developing self-

directive understandings and insight.

(See Appendix III

for sample reports of counseling sessions.)
Group guidance was scheduled at regular
intervals
but also occurred whenever something
happened that might
cause aggravation or the beginning of rumor
and agitation.
One kind of situation in which the group
technique was

used involved the termination of a student who
had been a
center of discord because of her behavior and attitude.
Despite the efforts of the staff, and individual counseling

which became increasingly frequent with this student, her

aggressive actions and lack of cooperation continued in
such a manner that the well-being of the group was being

endangered.
It was decided therefore to terminate the student and

this was done quietly at the end of the day.

The next

day a group session was called at which the writer laid
the basis for discussion by explaining the situation.

Its

cause, effect, and the dismissal were interpreted in the

context of the homeostatic principle.

The students*

input began as they spoke of the way they saw the program

and their purpose in being there, that it was necessary to

have an atmosphere in which that purpose could be accomplished and that it was too bad that particular student
couldn't adjust to it.

There was tacit agreement that
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there would be no gossip or rumors
spread about this
incident. The students then turned the
discussion to
phases of their work and their expectations
of Jobs.
It
was apparent, however, that they were
relieved that the
matter had been dealt with because it
threatened their
feeling of security. In MOST such group
guidance or
counseling was essential because it provided
the students
with an opportunity to express their
feelings and ideas
and to receive from the staff a similar expression
of

feelings and ideas.

The students found that their expressed

emotions were listened to and even solicited and
that what
the group as a whole felt carried weight.

This built a

basis for trust on their part and also generated
feelings
of worth and stature.

The remainder of that class time went well and all the

graduates were placed.

In staff meetings since then,

however, the matter occasionally arises as we search for

ways to deepen our understanding of how such a student can
be helped to self-approval and become an asset rather than
a hazard to the group.

The roots of self-confidence take hold in successfully

dealing with situations which previously had yielded
frustration or failure.

This was a technique that the

MOST students had to learn and we introduced role play as

one method to helo them learn it for, as Miller notes,
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role play can be "a very powerful Instrument
for achieving
some types of understanding and insight ." 40
(See Appendix
III for role play situations, )

The students had anxieties about their interviews
at
the end of training.
What questions would they be asked?
Who would they have to talk to and what should
they say
if they were asked about job preference?

Was it alright

to ask the interviewer what salary they would be earning

and if so, how should the question be phrased?

These were some of their uncertainties which created
tension and made them fearful that poor performance at
the interview would prevent them from securing jobs.

Several weeks before the end of training, role play

sessions were held so that each student had a chanco to be
both interviewer and applicant.

The pairs of students

playing the two roles were carefully matched (although
they were unaware of this) so that by the very nature of

their personalities, each would get the most benefit from
the situation.

A student, for Instance, who was very shy

and timid was asked to take the role of the interviewer
and one who was inclined to be boisterous and brash was
the applicant.

This team was called on last as we wanted to be sure
the shy student had several opportunities to watch others

play the role so when her turn came she would be familiar
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with what was expected of her.

When her name was called,

she took the interviewer* s seat and began the scene,

hesitantly at first, then with more assurance until by the
time it was finished, she had expanded the scene and thought
of several other questions and comments to make.

The brash student, on the other hand, was unexpectedly
quiet and subdued.

Gone were the wisecracks and the bravado,

she was serious and tentative as she answered the questions.

After the scene, the writer asked the student why she was
so different.

"I was scared,*’ she said.

She had responded

to the inherent realities of the interview situation and

her real concern was revealed.

The shy student, through watching others, gained
some confidence and in the role play was able to approach

a difficult conf rontation from the other person’s point of
view.

Each student had come to grips with the trouble-

some elements and had a chance to try out a way of dealing
viith them.

From the ensuing discussion they gained insight

into their perceptions and responses.

Alternate modes of

response and behavior were also discussed so that by the
time role play was completed on this situation, each

student was familiar with the Interview process.

Following their real interviews, another session
dealt with the relationship between the role play and the
reality.

The students felt the role play had prepared
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them quite well and they were able to handle
themselves
more effectively because of it.
M
I knew just what to say

when he asked me what preparation I’d had for
this kind
of job," and,

"It wasn't hard at all because all the

questions she asked me were just like the ones we
had in
here," were typical of the comments they made. The
most
important outcome of the role play was that it enabled
the students to be successful which in turn gave needed

nourishment to their budding self-confidence.

Although

small, each success the student had made the next one

more of a possibility.

We consciously took every oppor-

tunity to link a success in any endeavor with the

probability of a future success so the students could

begin to think in these terms rather than ones of frustration and failure.

RELATIONSHIP OF AESTHETICS TO "MOST"
The task set for the educator of the disadvantaged
adult is the development of a totally functioning person

and in the accomplishment of that task "there is no

reason to ignore the learner’s literary or aesthetic sense
in the big push for literacy.

In a search for subject

matter to achieve this end and to foster the learner’s
aesthetic sense while developing vocational and social
skills, the educator can turn to drama and literature
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as effective and meaningful vehicles, rich and varied
in

content and methodology.
As the MOST program developed, it seemed logical to
the writer to embody aesthetic principles and content

into the program if the aim was to provide the student with
the atmosphere and experience which would help and stimu-

late her to develop her potentialities and capacities.

When these ideas first emerged there seemed little support

for them in the light of other programs, nevertheless it
was our intention to pursue them because they appeared to
be valid.

Recent research however, lends support and in

fact, Knowles* latest book, The Modern Practice of Adult

Education (1970) develops "the far-out notion of adult
education as an art form."

He hypothesizes that "the

aesthetic quality of an adult education program directly

affects its educative quality."

1±

p

Miller suggests that

we try "to make existing vocational programs more
liberal" with the objective of "helping individuals grow
in basic human intellectual skills, in social understanding,

and in insight, which transcend immediate application to a
2

specific job."

^

Mills believes that skills and the values of liberal
arts education cannot be so easily separated "as in our
search for the supposed neutrality of skills we sometimes

assume.

Anderson and Nlemi cite the challenge of
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developing programs for the adult which "will engage the
Interest, develop the talents, and release the energies
the disadvantaged in a creatively satisfying
manner,"

but they suggest this for leisure education.

Yet they go

on to say that "this area of programming might very well
be of greater long-range societal significance than that

type of vocational training which merely leads to the

unsatisfactory solution of dead-end jobs."^

Since such

program content can have this beneficial result, why
limit it to leisure education?
It is important not to make wrong assumptions about

the reason the disadvantaged adult is returning to a formal

learning situation.

It is true that he needs better

employment opportunity and usually more money but is this
the extent of it?

By itself, money has seldom been a

source of satisfaction even to a rich man, nor has employment,

Education for the middle and upper class is thought

of as a source of personal enrichment - why cannot the

disadvantaged be stirred by the same aspiration?
In group sessions the MOST students discussed their

goals and what they hoped to get from the MOST program.

Money was nineteenth on the list.

Some of the answers

in the order they were given were: 1) happiness, 2) security,
3) contentment, 4) contributes to health,

5) keeps the mind

alert, 6) keeps you youthful, 7) self-respect.
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8) responsibility,

happy.

9)

confidence, and 10) makes my mother

(See Appendix III for the complete list.)

This is not to deny the practical benefits of money
and the necessity of every individual having an adequate
income so that Maslow's safety and security needs can be
met.

It is important, however, to realize that we often

decry the materialism of our society and the unhappiness
it has brought on one hand and on the other attack the

problems of poverty and disadvantage with that same

materialistic philosophy as the goal and solution.

What

is suggested here is a balance between the two.

The value of using drama in teaching disadvantaged

adults is that it appeals to and develops both the cognitive and the affective aspects of the student in an
immediate fashion that is challenging, possible, enjoyable

and inclusive; the total personality becomes involved.

The literature on the education of the disadvantaged
school-age child often recommends the use of drama as an

effective means of education because it gives the learner

an opportunity to express himself as other people do, it
opens the doors into other people

1

s

lives, it exposes him

to various characterizations and it introduces language

through dialogue.

Often this is not formal, written

drama but creative drama where an idea is decided upon,
discussed, then acted out not for an audience but for the

^0

benefit of the learners themselves.

Few props are used

and no stage sets, the use of the Imagination is thus

emphasized and the learner gets practice in conceptualization and in becoming expressive and articulate.

There

are implications here for the disadvantaged adult learner
and these will be discussed later.
One of the most thoroughly conceived and documented

studies on the use of drama with the disadvantaged has

been executed by Sara Smilansky at the Szold Institute for
Research in the Eehavioral Sciences in Jerusalem, Israel,
where immigrant children from the Middle Eastern and North

African countries come into the Israel school system.
Smilansky and her colleagues found that the variety

and complexity of the childrens' needs were such that no
single method could compensate but that sociodramatic play

had "a very high potential for the promotion of the
culturally deprived child."

In dramatic play the child

pretends to be someone else by imitative speech and with
speech as a substitute for objects, actions, and
situations.

The play becomes sociodramatic if the theme is

elaborated upon with at least one other person and there is
interaction.

The problem, as they outlined it, was that the lack
of flexibility, the inability to develop a theme, a thought,

or game, pointed to some discontinuity in the children's
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chain of concepts; they hypothesized that
the children's
passive potential of knowledge, experiences,
and abilities
were not wholly utilized in their activities
and thought
because these were not connected by meaningful
relationships.

Therefore instead of providing the children with
additional
facts and skills, they decided to concentrate on
finding
ways that would help the child to relate those
experiences
in isolated concepts he already possessed, utilize
them

and convert them into new conceptual schemes and this

process would make it easier for the child to absorb new

information and experiences.

They concluded that:

Sociodramatic play seems to be one of the
means that most naturally meet these needs of the
culturally disadvantaged child. By its very nature
it demands from the child that he utilize his
potential abilities and knowledge, combine his
scattered experiences in a flexible way in an almost
lifelike situation. In playing his role the child
draws from the stock of knowledge acquired by
observing situations and people. He expresses those
experiences in action and verbalization. He engages
in prolonged social interaction with peers. ^6

They formulated sixteen generalizations that operate in
sociodramatic play and through which the three main areas
in a child are developed: creativity, intellectual growth,
47
and social skills.

An adult is not Just a child grown older, he is an
individual with a very different self-concept than the
child has.
experience.

He has lived longer than a child and he is his

Therefore adults are in themselves resources
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of learning,

they have a different foundation of
experience

than a child has to which to relate new
experiences, and
they have acquired more settled habits which
tends to make
them less open-minded than children. These
conditions

affect their approach to learning.

Yet some of the factors

described above as pertaining to disadvantaged children
also appear in disadvantaged adults.

The adults also

lack integration of experience and knowledge to some degree.
They, too, need to learn how to utilize what they know

and to build on it to new conceptual schemes.

They, too,

need to express their ideas, feelings and emotions in

action and verbalization that will lead to a greater
affirmative awareness of themselves in relation to others.

Therefore adults, too, can take an idea or storj through
r

the creative drama or sociodramatic technique and

experience a growth process.

The literature on the disad-

vantaged adult emphasizes that he must be an active
participant in the educational process, that he can lose
his motivation and drop out because he is not gaining what
he wanted;

and the need of this adult for language

development is cited as crucial.

It is the writer’s

feeling that these objectives can be attained through the
use of formal and informal drama with disadvantaged adults.

The experience of drama is so dynamic that it transcends
age and status differences.

The essential factor would be
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to use ideas, characters, and events that are
relevant to

the particular experience of the adults Involved

.

The writer knows from experience this can be done.
•A.

group of adult students discussed the ideas in a brief

story concerning a young purse snatcher on a Harlem street

who was collared by his intended victim, taken to her home,
fed, then sent on his way.

This was an incident that had

relevance for the students and they decided to use it as the

basis for a play.
Several students were bystanders on the street; two

were engaged in a lively discussion as they walked along

and behind them, weary on her way home from work, came a
large lady carrying a large handbag.

She stopped at a

stand and bought two small items which she tucked into

her bag.

As she moved along, the purse snatcher darted

out and made a grab for the bag but the woman held on to
it and turning quickly, reached for the boy’s collar.

A

crowd gathered and made comments about what should be done.
The woman held the boy (played by a wiry young woman

who twisted and squirmed) in a firm grip and marched him

down the street while the crowd followed.

At the woman’s

door, someone from the crowd stepped forward to hold the

boy

and deliver some reproaches of her own while the

woman found her key, opened her door and pushed the boy in.
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Several students ceased being people on the street

and became members of the woman's family as she brought
the boy in and they asked what had happened.

The woman's

husband spoke to the boy about what had happened with

understanding but with firmness about the wrongness of it
and they talked about the boy's own family situation.
The boy told why he wanted the ten dollars he was honing to
get from the purse and the man arranged for him to do some

work after school and on weekends with him.

The woman

told him to wash his face and sit down to dinner with her
family.

Her children asked him questions about school

and when the meal was over, he thanked his new-found
friends and left.

After the play the students discussed what they had
liked about the play, what seemed real and what did not,

and the enjoyment and satisfaction they felt.

They

especially liked making up their dialogue and the freedom
it gave them to experiment.

The writer*

s

observation was that three factors were

noteworthy: the vignette characterizations they developed
had substance; they carried the thread of the story

without difficulty; they drew from their own experience
to expand the action.

Drama was used in another way in M03T.

In the reading

hour instead of choosing stories from the usual anthology,
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the writer brought to class individual pocket book

editions of Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun , the

prize-winning, tnree— act play about a black family on
Chicago*

s

South Side.

Some preparatory discussion was

given by way of introduction, parts were assigned and the
play was read aloud in its entirety.
week.

This took about a

All of the students tried on each character,

usually more than once.

The themes dealt with in the play

were discussed, the dialogue style was commented upon, the
characters were analyzed and the relevance of the play to
the students’ own experience was explored.

At the end of

the reading and discussion the students wrote about a

character or a relationship.

This project proved so popular in the first class
where it was tried that it has been repeated in each class
and always meets with the same enthusiasm.

In several

classes, shorter plays were read and twice the students

acted out plays in a limited manner in the front of the
room, under a student director.

Invariably the response

was that they would like all their reading to be of this
sort.

The writer also used poetry in the curriculum at MOST.

Each student selected poems to read for the class from a
small, attractive anthology of poetry.

She was given the

book without introduction for previous experience in

%
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s&rlier classes had shown that if poetry per se was

mentioned, most of the students became fearful and resistive.

Therefore the books were passed out one day with a

comment: "This has some good poems in it. Take a while to

look through it and choose one or two you*d like to read

for the class."

Sometimes the poem was discussed after-

wards, sometimes not.

This depended on the nature and

mood of the class and of the moment, for the objective
here was not so much to analyze a poem as to expose the
student to poetry and thereby lessen any negative feelings
she might have about it.

Again, the comments afterwards

were favorable and invariably one or two students turned
out to be lovers of poetry.

The students also had oppor-

tunities to write poetry and short stories; a sampling of
them is included in Appendix II.

The overarching idea in using the dramatic arts as an

educational technique in teaching the disadvantaged
adult was twofold: 1) to encourage and develop literacy,
understanding, appreciation, and expressive ability; and
2)

to develop the student in the process of self-confidence.

The first part of the objective is possible because

drama is in the affective domain: it deals with emotions,

appreciations, and interpretations.
exciting, and dynamic.

Drama is vivid,

The student, whether reading a play,

acting in it, improvising or trying to write or direct one
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reacts to these emotional appeals.

His range of emotional

under standing and reaction is thereby deepened and broadened.
He finds in drama a controlled release for his own emotions

which the disadvantaged adult needs.
l^-^'Si'Q-ture

The world of dramatic

Includes all the other worlds therefore through

it the adult can become exposed to many subjects, cultures,

ethnic groups, life-styles and historical eras.

The second part of the objective for using the dramatic
arts as an educational technique that will be effective
for the disadvantaged adult is that it develops the adult in
self confidence.

This adult is usually very shy in an educa-

tional setting because he is so aware of

especially his verbal ones.

his deficiencies,

Drama therefore is particu-

larly effective for though he may not use correct grammar,
he often has a deep poetic sense and a great capacity for

feeling and expressiveness.

Drama gives him a way to

express what he feels but not in his own identity; he can
try on other identities and speak through them.

In time

he will gain sufficient confidence, experience and under-

standing so that he can speak as himself and for himself
in his own strengthened identity.

In discussion he learns

to express his views and finds that his are listened to

along with those of everyone else and appreciated; this
gives him confidence and stature.
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The speech arts as developed In the MOST curriculum
by the writer was a course called Communication Skills in

which the students were introduced to the concept of being
able to express themselves with clarity and ease at any
time and with anyone.

They began with a simple statement

about themselves but this was given in front of the class.

Then gradually the basic elements of a talk were learned
and practised along with correct posture, how to relax,

how to Introduce and conclude a talk, and the elements of
conversation.
At first the students were apprehensive but they

gradually lost much of their fear.

By the end of the

course they had improved to such an extent they were sur-

prised and very pleased that they could talk before a
group.

What they learned and the topics they chose were

related by the writer to something in their lives, for
instance that they now knew how to make a presentation at
church, or give a talk at PTA or make a clear point at

their club meeting.

They knew how to listen for a speaker's

main points and how to evaluate a speech.
The disadvantaged adult should be exposed to stories,
poems, films, plays, speeches, recordings, and paintings

for the Imaginative experiences he will encounter will

nourish and release his creative potential and responsiveness.

When he has been moved by such an experience, he may
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want to say how it made him feel and then at the teachable

moment he will be more likely to want to know a synonym
for

goou.

or

fantastic.*’

This is how he will learn what

he needs to know about language for the drill of vocabulary,
synonyms, and antonyms is not enough. (See Appendix II.)

There is, then, not only a place for aesthetics in
the education of the disadvantaged adult but a great need

for it.

Drama, literature and the other arts develop

creativity, encourage self-expression, enrich the educa-

tional experience, help the student adjust to social

obligations, give him a deeper and truer understanding of

human nature and society, stimulates his mind, develops the
skills of communication, develops an aesthetic appreciation,

and brings pleasure and joy.

A NEW FORMAT

Billingsley speaks about the degree of detachment
people who run programs may have from the experiences of
the people whom the programs serve.

He says "they run the

danger of exhibiting a much more intelligent commitment to
programs than to people
needs,

,

with all the complexities of their

This was a posture the MOST staff sought to

avoid and was the reason for the frequent evaluative

process

- so

we could be sure that the needs of the adult

students were being met.
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We devised the present format for this reason.

The

MOST graduate was not as successful as she should have been

and when the cause was sought, the answer seemed to lie in
several areas.

One was the change in the labor market

which meant fewer entry-level jobs and the need for a

higher qualified employee.

Another was that too many

graduates were leaving the job because they were not able
to deal with the different environment once they were on

the job.

A third factor was the lack of understanding on

the part of the supervisors with whom the graduates worked.

A critical assessment to ascertain how these needs
could be met resulted in the establishment of a new

structure with the agreement of Travelers, Urban League

and the instructors.

The program was changed to a sixteen-

week schedule with three components: 1) a four-week Basic

Education phase, 2) a six-week Skills Training phase, and
3) a six-week On-the-Job (OJT) training phase.

Anderson and Niemi found that the combination of
vocational training with general education plus intensive

counseling produced the best employment, the best wages,

and signif icantly, the greatest sense of achievement among
a group of two hundred disadvantaged adults who were in

four different types of programs. ^2

At MOST, also, we
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found th

t

It was necessary to add more education
to the

training program.

The students had been getting some

reading, arithmetic, and language arts from the outset
but
it was not enough because they still were lacking
in some

of the general information they needed to be at ease
on

the job.

Therefore the first part of the program became basic
education which included daily reading, language, mathe-

matics and typing, plus social education which comprised
daily history with geography and government each taught
once weekly.

The incoming student often asked what did

history, geography and government have to do with office

work

-

why did they have to study these?

They were told

that Black History had been largely neglected in the school

system until very recently and so it was taught to help
fill that gap in their education and to provide a better
sense of identity and achievement.

Travelers was an

international corporation and so they needed to know something about places in the United States and other parts of
the world.

Some basic facts about government were needed

for the same reason and also because any well-informed
person needed to know them.

The essence of the need for a

basic education component might be summed up thus: the

students needed to know the difference between Washington
state and Washington, D.C., to know that they know, and
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to have the self-confidence this knowledge would
give.

The Skill Training component gave the student spelling
and vocabulary, advanced typing, filing, communication
skills, bookkeeping fundamentals to the advanced math

students, and office practice in which the students were

introduced to the adding machine, the keypunch and the
tapewriter.

A course called Counseling and Environment

(C & E)

had the objective of acquainting the student with a wider
environment, supplying her with the knowledge necessary to
get along in the office and with the strength necessary to

cope with the difficulties in an office, and to do this

through role play about stressful office situations and
through group and individual counseling.

During this

course there were also visits from supervisors, successful
graduates, and other such diverse guests as a nutritionist,
a fashion model, a community worker on voter registration

and a professor who lived in East Africa.
The OJT component permitted the student to be placed
on a job to see how she learned it and if she and the job
fit.

During this period she still worked from eight to

three o'clock and was paid the training stipend.

The

instructors met the supervisors, visited the supervisor
and the student.

Any problems that arose were worked out

by all concerned with the intent that they would not

\
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assume major proportions and result in the graduate
leaving.
As soon as the department was satisfied that
the student

would work out they notified Personnel to make arrangements to convert the trainee into a regular, full-time
employee.

This happened at any time during the OJT period.

However Just because the adult was no longer a
trainee did not mean that she was lost sight of or that

MOST was no longer involved with her progress.

It was made

clear to both the graduate and the department where she

was employed that the MOST staff was available at all times
for any help needed regarding the employee’s progress.

We

felt a continuing responsibility and interest.

The relationship of the MOST staff and the trainee
with the supervisors was one of the most important factors
in such a program, for no matter how well the staff did its
Job, or how skilled the trainee became, the good work of

both could be nullified to a large extent by an insensitive,
uncaring, or irresponsible supervisor.

A method was worked

out which included visits to the supervisors and the

supervisors visiting the MOST classroom to facilitate their

understanding of the goals and nature of the program.
Smith in discussing the attributes of effective

teachers for the disadvantaged, says that they must be prepared to negotiate interpersonal contracts with students,
share valuable knowledge and experience, know how to
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communicate to broad segments of the society, and be able
to understand the student*

s

world. J °

also to be hardworking and flexible.

MOST teachers had

Adaptability and

patience were important because the classes were so diverse
in their makeup of students and the circumstances of the

students* lives sometimes so urgent that a difficult

situation would have to be resolved on the SDot or a
schedule changed.

The staff for MOST was comprised of college graduates
and each one had a basic area for which she was responsible
but each one could also substitute for another.

The

majority of the instructors represented the same racial
group as the students.

They worked as a close team,

sharing information and observations, events that happened
in class and relating these to the needs or development of
the students.

Each participated in the counseling.

In

summary, the essential qualities for the MOST teacher

were commitment, competence, and compassion.
In this chapter MOST has been described and some of

its most important features delineated, especially how it

developed through trial and error and frequent appraisal,
always with our vision of providing the best atmosphere for
the student and meeting her needs.

In the next chapter

we will measure MOST by certain criteria, indicate its

problem areas and offer some recommendations.

CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION

The evaluation process Involves a consideration of
where are we going, what problems have been encountered

along the way, did we arrive at the aimed-for destination,
and what are the prospects for continuing the journey.

The

evaluation process of adult education differs qualitatively
from that of most formally organized education and Miller

describes why this is so.
From elementary school through college, institutions
are primarily interested in placing the individual
on a scale of achievement to determine whether or
not he measures up to some outside standard; can the
child read as well as the average of his peers?
Adult education programs, accepting a very wide
range in ability and motivation, are more interested
in growth as a result of specific effort, though
individual rates of growth may be very different.
It is
The program, not the student, is on trial.
for
assumption,
this
important,
on
particularly
program planners and teachers to apply the results
of evaluation to improve the program. 51

Continuing evaluation of this nature of the MOST
program throughout its development, has revealed some

problem areas and we will examine these first, then discuss
the measurement of MOST according to the evaluative

criteria, and finally, the future prospects of MOST and

recommendations
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PROBLEM AREAS
A brief listing of problem areas includes the
following:
1) supervisory personnel, 2) language,

3)

learning attitude,

4) attendance, 5) survival skills, and 6) teaching tech-

niques.

Any new employee finds adjustment to the job situation

fraught with certain difficulties.

This is particularly

true of the disadvantaged adult coming into the corporate

world through a training program.
the person with whom

Since the supervisor is

he comes into the closest contact

and upon whom he must depend for his orientation to this

new environment, the supervisor becomes the key person to
this successful adjustment, as Eowser notes:
His attitudes and behavior patterns largely will
determine the success or failure of a program. If
the supervisor assumes a proprietary interest in
the trainee, it is apt to create a sense of
paternalism and he will be rejected. If the
supervisor fails to communicate properly or shows
signs of indif f erence, he creates a hiatus that
effectively stops the trainee from developing. 52
It was in the communication area that the greatest problems

developed with supervisors in MOST.

One case will illustrate

the point.
Carol was placed in a tapewriting position during OJT

which involved an Initial period of training.

The super-

visor worked with her closely for the first few days then
checked her work frequently thereafter.

When the MOST
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staff asked Carol how she was progressing she would say,
1

guess,

f

A

hen

X

make errors, my supervisor shows

them to me and tells me what

I

should have done. Everyone

is very nice and I'm getting along fine."

As the first

week went into the second, Carol still brought good reports
of her progress according to her supervisor's comments, and

she was very proud and happy about her job.

By the third

week the MOST staff as well as Carol was satisfied that she
was launched on her new career.
At the beginning of the fourth week, Carol was told

by her supervisor to report to Personnel and Carol was

delighted because she thought this meant she was now going
to be converted from trainee to full-time, regular employee

as a tapewriter.

Instead she was- told she had not made the

grade as tapewriter and would have to be placed elsewhere.
Carol asked why hadn't the supervisor told her because

this was the first she knew that her production was not

satisfactory.

The interviewer could not answer the query

because she had thought Carol had already been informed by
the supervisor.

She showed Carol the dally scores which

the supervisor had sent and explained how the decision had

apparently been made.
Carol could see that her error rate had not decreased

as quickly as it should have but asked again why the

supervisor had not showed her these scores and made her
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understand where she needed improvement.
to the program to await new placement.

Carol was returned

For a few days she

worked for the MOST staff then became ill and a day or so
later was taken by her parents to the emergency room of
the

hospital because of severe abdominal pains.

Examination

revealed no organic disorder and the doctor diagnosed the

problem as tension resulting from some deep-seated worry.
He questioned Carol at length and she admitted she was

very upset about something that happened at work.

He

advised her not to keep it inside but to talk it out.
When she returned to work, Carol talked about the pain
and hurt she felt that the supervisor had not told her how

poorly she was doing and let her think she was progressing
satisfactorily.

Over and over she said,

just tell me? Then

I

didn't she

would have understood and tried harder

to do what she wanted me to do.

made it but at least

"tfhy

I

I

still might not have

would know that I'd had a fair chance

and done my best."
It would be good to say that Carol's case was atypical

but this would be untrue.

Frequently the problem arose of

a supervisor sending a trainee back to Personnel instead of

dealing with the issue, or letting her stay on with the
problem unresolved and consequently getting worse until it
reached major proportions because the supervisor either did
not want to talk to the trainee or felt she did not know
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how to talk to her.
To combat this problem, the MOST staff received
permission to visit the supervisors after a trainee had
been

placed and tell them the nature of the training, how the
OJT phase worked, and to assure them of staff assistance
in the orientation of the trainee to the job.

In some

cases this was all that was needed but in others the

problem remained of an Inability or an unwillingness on
the part of the supervisor to communicate directly and

honestly with the trainee in resolving a difficulty.
Much work, therefore, remains to be accomplished in
the area of supervisor training and sensitizing, and in

getting them to understand that good minority relations
are simply good human relations and encompasses the kinds
of consideration they should be extending to all the

employees they supervise.

The problem area of language had two dimensions. One
involved native English speakers whose language was

inappropriate in most cases for office work and the other
involved Spanish-speakers who had an insufficient knowledge
of English yet needed work and met all the other require-

ments.

The English speakers could communicate in the

language, could read, write, and spell it but generally

not well enough to match the typing skill they achieved.

Therefore they could not be recommended as clerk- typists
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because they would, have to be able to recognize
grammatical errors*

This problem

had.

and.

correct

been attacked through

drill, written exercises, the review of the rules of

grammar, and more recently through a combination of rules-

written exercises-oral drill on tape recorder plus the
exposure of the student to good usage through plays, poetry
and fiction.

The Spanish-speakers present a growing problem as
MOST receives more applicants from that language group. In
a recent class, the writer had to dismiss three students

after the first week because they could not participate in
class work; their language skills were inadequate although

their business skills were high.

At one time MOST had a

bilingual instructor but this was not felt to be the

answer because the student had to learn to express herself
in English and not fall back on Spanish.

When she arrived

on the Job she had to be able to make herself understood
in English.

The MOST course is too short to teach English

except in the way it is now done

-

through explaining to

the student that she must speak only English in class, must

participate in all class discussions, and in English, so
that she has opportunity to become proficient.

She is

given great support in her efforts by instructors and
classmates.
Eoth aspects of the language problem still present a
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challenge to the MOST staff.

Neither is satisfactorily

resolved although both are better handled now than in the
beginning.

Meanwhile, we continue to search for better

methods of obtaining adequate English usage for the
students in the brief time they are in the program.

The learning problem area is more complex than any of
the others because it deals with abstractions.

Generally

speaking, the disadvantaged person comes from a background

and presently lives in an environment where only passing

attention is given in conversation to relationship
definitions and analogies.

Therefore the practise of

conceptualization and particularly the verbalizing of
concepts is slight.

In MOST we strive to get the student

to analyze their own learning needs, however crudely they

are presented, and then to establish their goals for

learning and to keep up with their progress towards the
goal.

Sometimes they fill out progress sheets in each

subject, sometimes it is done through discussion. How to
be a learner is defined and discussed early in the class

and these principles are referred to frequently. (See

Appendix III for material on this subject.)
Occasionally a student shows a strong resistance to

learning in one area or another as in the case of Doris
who would not go beyond a certain point in office practice.

This was the final stage of the training and she, along
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with the others, was learning how to answer the
telephone,
take messages, and answer in-person queries.
Despite

continued efforts of the instructor, Doris would not
perform
these tasks.

To measure whether she understood them, an

exercise was devised where she would have to instruct
someone else.

She did so and demonstrated that she compre-

hended the principles but when it came to applying them she
was unable to do so. The problem may have been that
Doris

had an underlying fear of being successful because then she

would have to face the real x^orld on its terms and she felt
unequal to this.

How to get a student past this point of resistance,
and to be eager, willing, and experienced in the art of

learning is a significant task upon which the staff works
unceasingly.

If this can be

achieved and if it can be

carried a step beyond to the problem-solving technique,
then the student

ivill be

equipped with that which can carry

her beyond the disadvantaged condition.
The difference in space-time perception between Blacks
and Whites and how this affects the way Blacks regard the

white man's rules about getting to work on time is

frequently mentioned in the literature.

The adult student

in the MOST program seems to show the same variety of

responses to the attendance rules that any group of people
would.

One or two of each class seems to fall into a

\
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pattern of tardiness and absence
which does not change
appreciably no matter what is said or
done. Three or four
of each class either have perfect
attendance patterns or
are rarely absent. The majority of
the students may be
tardy a time or two but will call in as
requested, and are
absent only for good cause.
In orientation the policy of the company
concerning

tardies and absences is heavily emphasized
and the students
are reminded occasionally that the first
thing Personnel
looks at is attendance, everything else comes
after that.
If a student begins to form a pattern of
being tardy or

absent, she is counseled immediately and assistance
given
in resolving whatever the problem is that
causes the

inability to get to work regularly and on time.
The number of absences and tardies is listed on the
final recommendation form that goes to Personnel and the

students know this from the beginning.

They are commended

for coming to work when they do not feel well and are
thanked when they call in to report a tardy or absence.

These positive reinf orcement measures seem to take care of
the issue to the extent that poor attendance is not a

current problem with MOST students.
As the MOST program continues, it becomes increasingly

evident that the students must be taught more adaptive
skills so they can withstand the hazards of the office
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environment and survive.

Too often a student manages the

classroom part of MOST successfully only to lose
her

footing on the alien terrain of supervisory inadequacies
and co-workers* indifference or resentment.

If we can

find out in time that the going is becoming difficult,
we
can step in with maps and signals for both the graduate
and
the office personnel but sometimes we are unaware until
it
is too late.

The importance of timing is illustrated in the story
of Marjorie who was dismissed from her OJT placement at

the end of her third day without any reason being given

except that "she didn’t fit in."

Personnel sent the notice

to use and the writer called Marjorie to relay the news to

her.

Marjorie was taken by surprise as no one had intimated

to her that she was deficient in any way.

The writer

indicated to Marjorie that if she wished to follow this up
she was free to do so and we would assist in any way and

give support.

Meanwhile we set out to find the true cause of her
dismissal.

Marjorie took the hint and went to see the

department head who said he knew nothing about it but that
he would investigate and for her to call Personnel later.

This was obviously untrue as no one could be dismissed
without the approval of the department head.

Later that

same day, word came through that Marjorie was to return to
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work.

The staff found that one person had
gossiped and
misrepresented Marjorie to the unit leader and
without
any word to Marjorie, on the basis of the
gossip alone
and with only a three-day trial, the decision
had been made
to dismiss her.
When Marjorie came to see the MOST
staff

she remarked that what most shocked and
saddened her was

that she would now have to be ‘guarded* and
could not be

her real self wnile she was at work. She apologized
for
doubting the need of the survival training given the
students which is unfortunately but necessarily based
on
the view that one does not take a job to make friends
but
to work and that it is sometimes essential to be wary.

The employee casualty rate continues to be a problem area
and more must be done to toughen the student while she is
still in the classroom.

The problem of finding the right teaching techniques

for the disadvantaged adult is a matter that could fill
volumes.

In MOST

vie

are aware, with Lorge, that age in

and of itself, does not signif icantly affect the ability
of adults to learn;

that the adult learns best those

things where he can see relationships that are relevant to
him, and, most importantly that the disadvantaged adult
is highly motivated to learn but his motivation is in

constant conflict with his feelings of anxiety, inadequacy,

and inferiority.
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This means that to us the most exciting,
stimulating,
and challenging fact about the student is
herself! If we can
feel these qualities about the student, the
student can
and will also.
It means that teaching techniques must
be

found that will serve a wide range of abilities for
in MOST
the aim is to keep the student population
heterogeneous and

not screen out the very student for whom the program was
designed.

The students range, therefore, from an eighth-

grade education ten years or more earlier to the young adult

who completed high school a short while ago, and a wide
range of native ability is also represented.
A combination of class work plus individual work has

produced the best results in the classes

.

New information

is given to the class as a whole with demonstration and

discussion to be sure all understand it, then individual
exercises and help from the instructor follow.

This method

works especially well in such subjects as typing, filing,
math and language.

Communication Skills and reading, on

the other hand, depend upon the input of the entire class

at all times.

Vocabulary and spelling are still a little

different as the students are divided into two or three
groups according to ability and in each group, methods
differ.

A student may move up to a higher group also.

Another technique has to do with demonstrating that
Instructors and students both are learners and that
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students have something of value to contribute.
a student is asked to teach a class.

Occasionally

Assistance is given to

her ahead of time in preparing the presentation if she so
desires.

This is a very useful technique as it illustrates

that the adult student is not so "dumb" that she cannot

contribute; it builds confidence in the students and trust
in the instructor;

it also helps the students to learn as

teaching is one of the best ways to learn.

The technique

is used especially with the shy, quiet students, and some-

times with surprising results as in one class when such a
student said she knew some shorthand and was asked to

teach it to the class.

She displayed competence and confi-

dence that no one suspected she had, and she improved in
class participation from that day on as well as in class
esteem.

Bruner states a concept which we have found to be
applicable as a teaching technique with good results and
which makes it possible to build upon the knowledge the
student already has.

Mastery of fundamental ideas of a field Involves
not only grasping general principles, but also
development of an attitude toward learning and
inquiry, toward guessing and hunches, toward the
possibility of solving problems on one's own. 33
"Guess

-

if you don't know the answer!"

This is often heard

in the MOST classroom because often the student will say
"I don't know," to a question when in fact,

the instructor
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knows the student has the information but is unaware of
it or afraid to venture it.

At the beginning of the class,

the students are told that it is important to guess and

there is no penalty for guessing as there was in school.
It often happens that one student will make a guess, then

another, and this generates a hunch in a third and all of
this, put together by an alert instructor, leads to a com-

plete answer and a gratifying excitement on the part of the
students.

The setting of goals is a technique which works very
well in typing, filing, and spelling and urges the students
to do their best, not in competition with each other but in

competition with their own abilities.

Each person's goal

is individually set and there is greater incentive to work

hard and real satisfaction when the goal is won and a

higher one set.

A cardinal rule in the matter of good teaching techniques for the disadvantaged adult is to integrate the
subject matter so that the student receives blocks rather

than fragments and the learning is a useful, comprehensive
one.

(See the spelling assignment in Appendix II which

integrates vocabulary, spelling, composition, typing and
the principle of good office practice.
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The problem areas of MOST have been discussed
and
some of the methods used to resolve the problems
have been

described.

Despite these difficulties, which are normal

for any growing and developing enterprise, what
can be said
of the achievements?

CRITERIA

There are several informal ways by which a program
can be evaluated: asking the students verbally what they

thought of it, asking the students for written evaluations,

asking tne students to suggest ways in which the program
or any phase of it might be improved, and by observation
of the students as far as regular attendance goes, behavior,

and the extent to which they recommend the program to
others.

These informal ways were a regular part of the

operation of MOST and the results appear in this discussion.
A formal evaluation of MOST came from an independent
source.

A cooperative project between the Community

Renewal Team of Hartford and the University of Hartford

identified and evaluated all of the adult basic education
programs in the Greater Hartford area.

Mulcahy, the

researcher, reported:
Of all the programs considered in this report,
Project MOST is the most carefully conceived, best
equipped, and offers the widest supportive and
follow-up services.
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••

Unquestionably, statistics and overall plan show
this to be a highly successful model program.
Funding and operation represent an admirable com-
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munity business partnership. The development of
effective career ladders is planned. The program,
regrettably, is one of few adequately funded
programs and is limited in the number it can serve. 54
The criteria that will be used to evaluate the

effectiveness of MOST for the purpose of this study are:
1) Did the adult students obtain jobs at the end

of the program?

2) Did the adult students perform adequately on

the job?

3) Did the adult

students retain the jobs?

4) Did the curriculum prepare the students for

the jobs?
5) What attitudinal changes took place in the
adult students as a result of the program?
6 ) In what ways were the attitudinal "changes

reflected in behavior modification?
7) Can the program be replicated in other cities
and circumstances with success?

The adult students did obtain jobs at the end of the
program.

One hundred and seventy-nine students have been

through the program, one hundred and fifty-five were hired
at Travelers while ten others were hired elsewhere.

The students did perform adequately on their jobs in
all but a few cases.

About ten were terminated because of

failure to perform the job.

A sample survey was obtained

on MOST employees by sending the supervisors a question-

naire in which they were asked to rate the MOST graduates
in relation to other employees in quality of work, quantity
of work and attitude.

Quality of work:

13$ above average
71$ average
16$ below average
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Quantity of work:

Job retention varied.

were crucial.

10^ above average
7^/b average
16% below average

The first six months on the job

If the graduate could survive this,

she was

inclined to stay unless the family moved or she becmae
pregnant.

Eighty-four percent of the first two classes

were still employed at Travelers after the first thirty
months; forty percent remained at the end of thirty-eight

months.

Overall retention has run about sixty-three per-

Follow-up shows that for whatever reason MOST

cent.

employees leave Travelers, they become employed elsewhere
in a short period of time, and in clerical jobs.

The curriculum does prepare the students for their
jobs according to the supervisors and the graduates. This
is confirmed by the survey cited above.

A recently

employed graduate, returning to visit the staff, remarked
that everything taught in the program becomes useful in
some way on the job.

Characteristic attitudes of the entering MOST student,
as we have seen were anxiety, doubt, lack of self-confidence,
fear,

sometimes hostility, and nervousness.

Typical state-

ments of graduates reflect the change in those attitudes:
1)

was nervous when I came into the class because
I have been
had a lot of doubts about myself.
at some
was
surprised
but
so
long
I
out of school
the
enjoyed
I
of the things I still remembered.
doubts.
class because I lost some of my
I
I
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2) Well,

I think the MOST class is a
wonderful class
but when I first came here I wasn’t sure at all
about any of this. But now I am and I wish I felt
like this at first.

3)

.As things began to get more familiar to me,
began to get more and more aware of how much X
really wanted to learn and that if I put myself
.

.

I

to it

I

could.

4) I think the MOST program has been a big help to
me as a whole.
I have learned a great deal from
it, also i think my attitude has changed knowing
the type of work I have to be doing with this

company.

5)

I believe my attitude is changing because I
didn't think I could learn anything when I started.
Now I believe I have the responsibility to finish
anything I start.

6)

think my attitude has changed a great deal
because when I first came to this program I really
didn't think I would learn how to type in 8 weeks
and file but now I see I was wrong and I hope I
keep this feeling about everything.
I wish I felt
this way the first day I was here, then I wouldn't
have worried about anything.

7)

feel that I am doing good because when I came to
this program I thought that I would never make it
where I am now, I Just thought I wouldn't make it
at all.

8)

I
I

I

I

am very pleased with myself and everything that
learned, and to know that I will be stepping out
to my new Job on Monday, and with no fear at all
I feel like I have Just begun a new life.

9) As for the program it is beautiful and I will
always remember it.
It has done wonders for my

morale about the business world and simply how to
get along with others in the business.
And most
of all a better understanding of people.
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The other measure of attitude was in the supervisors*
survey cited above.

In relation to other employees, the

attitudes of the MOST employees were:
55 % above average
55% average
10)*

below average

Behavior modification as a result of attitudinal change
was reflected in the following

v'ays:

1)

the graduates

demonstrated self-confidence verbally, in posture, in the
change in dress, sometimes in weight loss; 2) a number of

graduates came into the office to seek advice about taking

work at night school, obtaining their high school equivalency
diploma, and applying to Greater Hartford Community College

while some have already embarked upon educational work;
3)

some graduates worked at Travelers about a year then

went on to fulfill long-held dreams, i.e. one who felt she

had gained enough confidence applied for and received a

position as a teacher*

s

aide with training and regular up-

grading while another became an interpreter in a nursing
service position; 4) even though some graduates leave

Travelers, usually they go on to other jobs elsewhere and
at the same level or higher where before they had only

applied for work in hospitals, restaurants, laundries and
the like in menial positions.

MOST can be replicated in other cities and circumstances with success.

Throughout our discussion we have

7^

considered certain prerequisites for the success of
such
a venture. The first, of course, is a population
of

disadvantaged adults.

They could be Indian, Appalachian,

Cuban, Puerto Rican, Mexican- American, Italian, etcetera.

The other prerequisites are that the program should be

constructed and administered in such a way that it is
personal, informal to a degree and individual, with emphasis
on active participation in the manner that is comfortable
to the population.

The teachers and the instructional

material should reflect a thorough familiarity with the

background and culture of the students.

If there is skill

training, there must be education, counseling, and a job
at the end.

With these ingredients, all of which are present

in MOST and make it the success it has been, any other such

program should be successful regardless of the differing
circumstances

RECOMMENDATIONS
The future of MOST and other programs for the disadvantaged adult should be encouraging for they embody an idea
whose time has come.

There are, however, some factors which

need consideration if MOST is to continue its development

and if the program is to be replicated elsewhere.

factors are stated here as recommendations.

The
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1) The waiting list for classes grows and. the popu-

lation of the disadvantaged, swells.

A way must be found to

serve a larger number of students while keeping the program

personal, informal, and individual.
2) Child-care arrangements must be a part of the

physical facilities of the program as the majority of the

women have children but lack funds to pay for good childcare and this affects their attendance and performance.
3)

The disadvantaged population suffers from many

health problems. Their diagnosis and the availability of
health services are crucial if the students are going to be
able to take full advantage of the program.
4) The program must be soundly established and adequately

funded so that it can be maintained even though costs become

an issue as the economy becomes unstable and the availability of jobs is affected.
5) Allowance should be made for the possibility of

additional space with a greater variety of rooms and equipment as the program expands.
6) Programs serving the disadvantaged adult need to be

tailored for both males and females as there are large

numbers of both who are urgently in need of both education
and job preparation.
7)

A research and design system should be a part of

the program from its inception to provide essential data on

\
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strengths, weaknesses, and needs which can then be content

for a continually improved design.
8)

The essential factors for a program for disadvantaged

adults are: educational, vocational and attitudinal
elements linked to a job at the end, undergirded by the
concept of the uniqueness of each student and the contri-

bution he has to make, and administered by a staff of people
who are committed, compassionate, hardworking, flexible, and

competent

CONCLUSION

The future holds the answers to the MOST program and
other issues concerning the disadvantaged adult.

Whatever

those issues may be and despite whatever difficulties they
involve, the educational process must continue for
as Brazziel reminds us:

Adult classes have the potential for ’’broad
ripple” effects in the community. Teachers should
teach disadvantaged adults with this fact in mind.
Learning and education are powerful tools for acchanging the human condition; better jobs are is
income
quired; Dromotions come more regularly;
reading
increased; children are educated better;
y
is broader; life has more meaning
.

-->

student but f or
That greater meaning is not only for the
enterprise with him
those of us who share the educational

APPENDIX

I

VIDEO DOCUMENTATION
The model program MOST, as described in the
preceding
pages of this study, lends Itself to the audio-visual

media because of the nature of its content, and because
that content can be most effectively and widely disseminated

through the medium of film or tape.

These were the

considerations which led to the decision to make a video
tape that could serve as one important source of documen-

tation of the program.

PROCEDURE
The tape was produced in the Audio-Visual Studio of the

Travelers Insurance Companies in Hartford, Connecticut,
the company where MOSr is situated.

It was photographed

in color on 8mm film cartridge designed for a Fairchild

Mark IV self-contained projector.

The process was one of distillation from the large

amount of accumulated material about MOST to the gradual
selection and refining of the crucial elements of the
program.

The steps in that process used by the writer included
the following activities: 1) compiling the chronological

history of MOST in outline form; 2) selecting appropriate
77

S
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materials from the writings produced by and about the
students that illustrated or were pertinent to parts of the

historical outline; 3) discussing this material with the
four other people

who were involved in the project from

the technical and directorial end; 4) pinpointing, as a

result of those conferences, the vital areas to be covered;
5)

deciding that the MOST story should be told with the

focus on the motivating philosophy underlying it rather

than on the mechanics of the program.
The vital areas as we saw them at this point were:
1) Blacks and the cities; 2) programs are easy to devise but

effective ones that make a change in the adult students are

another matter; 3) disadvantage* is a term and condition
stemming primarily from the dominant society and imposed
upon the minorities; 4) some supervisors are incredible in
the ineptness of their personal contacts with employees;
5) good minority relations are good human relations;

6) from the graduate’s point of view,

if she does not work

out in a certain position she can adjust to that but what is

difficult for her to adjust to is the lack of consideration
sometimes shown by the supervisor in the way this is
accomplished; 7) characteristics of the students: lack of
self-conf idence and need for success; 8) the commitment
that filters through the whole process; and 9) the program
is not a one-way street,

the students learn and benefit and
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so does Travelers.

W© felt it was Important that there he no hedging on
the points we wanted to get across, that we would not take

an apologist*

s

stand in anything hut that it was necessary

to anticipate the questions and concerns that a viewer

would have and to try to cover these in the presentation.
The essential factor was to keep as our direction what the

writer ultimately wanted to achieve in the production

-

and that was to show how an educational program for

disadvantaged adults must address itself to more than skill

training or textbook material but to the aspirations of the

human spirit.
At the first taping the writer gave three different

presentations, without a script, of the principal areas

mentioned above.

These were studied and analyzed.

From

these th^ final form the production would take was constructed: a series of six vignettes showing glimpses of

what takes place in MOST with the students, tied together
by the writer's observations and explanations.
of the production was established

The length

at about fifteen

minutes.

The style of the production would be informal and
obviously staged, with the camera showing details around the
set as well as the actors.

We knew what we wanted in each

vignette but not the exact words or blocking.

%

These were
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worked out as we came to them.

(For this reason, this

section of the study could not be written
until the tape
was completed). The writer selected
with care the students
who would have speaking roles in the
production since they
would not be working from scripts and would have
to be

creative and forceful in following the director’s
guidance.
It was important also to make the students as
representa,

tive as possible of the entire student population.
Visits

were made to the departments where the graduates worked
and

permission obtained from their supervisors for the graduates
to give time to the production.

The production began without a title and opened on
the first vignette of a student reading the poem she had

written before the class. The camera panned to the writer
sitting in another area: "That’s MOST

!

And what has poetry

to do with the Modern Office Skills Training Program?"

Briefly the point was made that this program for adults,
established by Travelers and the Urban League in Hartford,
Connecticut, addressed itself to the student as a whole
person, not as just someone who had come to learn typing.

This vignette ended with the point that experiences such as

writing poetry helped the student to develop some of the
traits (awareness, identity) that were lacking when she first
came to the program.

The transition to the next vignette

was: "And how do the students first come to MOST?"

I
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(Explanation of the various backgrounds from which
they
come was given). “But however they come, they
come with very
few successes to dress up in.”
Vignette #2 was of an older student (over fifty)

arriving on the first day and being greeted by an instructor.
The student was full of fears and anxieties which she
expressed while the instructor tried to reassure her and show

her that she would be helped.

The student said that if she

were successful it would be like a dream come true but she
was not at all sure it would happen.

Vignette #3 began with the writer repeating, "A dream
come truo
wrong!

.

.

.

and if you think that's sugar-coated, you're

Most is in the business of making dreams come true

-

dreams of pride and achievement.” Here the point was

explained that no one quit or failed because he wanted to,
that everyone had aspirations and motivations toward success

and so did the students who came to MOST.

They came hoping

against hope that this wouldn't be just another training
program, that this time something substantial would come of
it and

vie

had to see that that happened.

Therefore the

instructors had to be sensitive and had to give a lot of time

and energy to the students.

They had to listen with an

inner ear to much that was not verbalized yet was shouting
to be heard, and it meant not missing the unspoken

messages, or misinterpreting the ones that appeared to be

%
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hostility or disinterest.

Sometimes it meant counseling

a student and helping her to see those things
that might'

keep her from attaining her dream.
An instructor was shown counseling a student who had

been wasting her time in class.

The instructor and the

student discussed the student’s feelings about the program

and why

she,

played around in class.

The student finally

admitted that her mind wasn't on the- work, she was bored,
and the instructor was glad that it was now out in the open

and she could help the student with this attitude.
Vignette #4 began with the writer asking was the
student just bored or was she, in effect, saying "Kelp me?"

The counseling process was described as it goes on through
the entire length of the program (and here the three compo-

nents were brought in as they had not been mentioned
before) always with the aim of establishing a basis for
trust and a means of helping the student to see herself in
the right relationship to what she is trying to accomplish.
It was then pointed out that sometimes the counseling

process took a different form once the student went on the
job and the supervisor became involved.

The writer moved over to another set where a super-

visor sat working and a discussion took place in which the
supervisor said she had a little problem with a new MOST
graduate and she didn't know what to do about it.

"Have
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you talked with her about it? M
M

Why not?"

"Well,

"Well, no,

I

haven't."

I'm not very comfortable about

Just don't know ho^ to talk to her."

it—

I

The writer assured the

supervisor that she could talk to this employee as she
would
to any other employee, point out to her whatever
errors
she was making, tell her what was expected of her
in that

department, see if there was something about the work she

didn't understand, and so forth.

The supervisor felt that

this might work and she was willing to give it a try.

Back on her set, the writer observed that what super-

visors needed to understand was that good minority
relations are nothing more, or less, than good human
relations.

Vignette #5 was led into by the observation that super-

visors were a part of the real world the student had to face

when she left the classroom, and when that real world came
into the classroom, it was welcomed.

The textbooks were put

down, and we dealt with it.

On the classroom set, students excitedly discussed a

lunchtime incident and when the instructor came on she

heard all about the Puerto Rican student who had been shoved
out of line and called a name.

The students were very

wrought up and the instructor began a discussion of what each
one would do in such a situation.

As answers were given,

the instructor wrote them on the flip chart which served as
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a blackboard: shove back, call names.
Ignore it.

In the

process, the discussion became quite heated
until the
instructor asked what they thought would be
accomplished by
doing these things.
"I'd just feel better if I shoved the

person and called them a name back" was the consensus
until
one student commented that only an ignorant person
did
a thing like that in the first place and maybe it would
be

best not to act ignorant yourself and instead try to use a

little understanding.

The word "understanding" was

written last on the chart and the scene faded on the
students testing this concept.

The final vignette opened with a close-up of the writer
who explained that glimpses had been shown of the MOST

program and that the reason the viewer had not seen how 200

women learn to type 35 words per minute was because the real
vitality of such a program was in creating the atmosphere and
the techniques that would speak not only to the student's

ability to learn clerical skills but to the aspirations of

her human spirit.

The reason we could take this approach

was because of the commitment of everyone Involved (and

here the camera pulled back to show students and instructor
grouped around the speaker), the Travelers, Urban League,

instructors and students.

answers?

Did we think we had all the

No, we knew we didn't have them all but we knew

we were on the right track.

How did we know?

When we saw
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(camera moved to show animated, smiling
faces of students)
fear become courage and anxiety become
assurance.

The speaker moved from the chair to the
chart with
the words, "vie also know we're on the
right track when we
see this (indicates 'understanding') begin
to take
place

because understanding leads to confidence and
confidence to
success, and that's what MOST (printed it on chart)
is all

about

!

Then, in order to preserve the style of the production

through the credits, the camera moved to the students who

bogan to discuss the production itself, the writer Joined

them and everyone talked at the same time about the fun
it had been to ma.ke the tape and we hoped we had been able
to show Just how we felt about the program.

Then the

camera moved back to the flip chart which had been changed
to show the credits neatly printed in chalk in the same

manner as the other words had been done.
There were no problems encountered in this production.
It took a long, analytical process to arrive at just how to

show what needed to be shown but there was agreement from
all concerned on the essentials.

The instructors and the students who worked in the

production were very enthusiastic about it and felt it said
the right things.

The four studio people felt that it was

the best production they had done and that they had a much

\
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greater appreciation of the MOST program.
in the writer*

s

This appreciation,

view, stemmed from their working with
the

students and seeing with what intelligence
and creativity
they developed their scenes from the
direction given them.

This reaffirms the central issue of this study

-

that

the disadvantaged condition of the adult
can be changed to

advantage and achievement because the essential ingredients are present in the people

-

what is needed is the

opportunity and the appropriate support and understanding.
Gentry says:

They must know what their opportunities are and
see that they can move from one area to another.
That hope factor is the belief that people from
the bottom can move through the strata to the top. 56^
As more educational and employment situations are

developed which have these factors and more disadvantaged
adults are able to take advantage of them, the capacities
of this population will be realized and benefits will

accrue to the persons themselves and to the society.

APPENDIX II
SAMPLE WRITINGS OF MOST STUDENTS

STATEMENTS ABOUT SELF
"I see a young Puerto Rican girl 19 years of
age

wanting to live and understand this trouble world. Wanting
to go ahead and become something,

some day.

H

"I see a nice young girl about 19 years of age.

She

has big beautiful eyes, that are looking out for some-

A big nose that not only senses the smell of things

thing.

but also senses trouble from near and far.

Big lips showing

and expressing the true beauty of a Black girl.

complexion and skin color.

I

see a face which

A smooth
I

am really

very Proud of because it is definitely 'Black and

Beautiful
W

I

!
!

*

!

see a average looking person not beautiful but

definately can get by.

A medium dark complexion.

I

see a

person with interest and intrigue on thier face.

A desire

to reach out for more of life and a better life.

I

see a

person that have high ideals and have set a high goal for
themself.

I

see a person who wants to have peace,

happiness for herself and her family.

Joy and

I'm looking at a

person that wants her life to count for something and to
mean something."
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"I was born the 7 th day of

town called

.

The year 19 47 in a

My mother's name is Beatrice

was born she didn't want me.

When

.

I

She left me in a house and told

my Grandparent, they're my father's parents,
where to find
me.
They went there and got me, then thats the day
I

started living with them.

The first school

I

attended was

in

Then one day

I

was eight years old the law came to our

house he told my Grandparents that my mother was going to
court to get me back.
day for me

I

The day we went to court was a sad

thought the Judge was going to give me to her

but he was nice to let me decide on who
it was my Grandparents.

I

wanted to live with

Now I'm twenty two years old now.

And God Bless them for bringing me this far.
Part of My Life Story."

"I'm here in Connecticut, trying to make something out
of myself, trying to get a good Job, that is steady.
to shown my parent,

that what they couldn't give me,

Also
I

have

fout for it, and am stil fighting for it.
It's very hard in our days now, because if ones

doesn't have one's education, you're nothing.

hard to do my best so
this program, and
I

know is that

I

I

I

I'm trying

will get a good steady job.

still don't know what

I

I'm in

want to do, all

would like to work with my hands, with

different kinds of machines.
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As soon as

I

get my Job

mother and greatparents,
sometimes

I

thirds 1*11

I

I

am planning to help my

have so many things in mind that

never make it.

M

"I can trust myself because I can see all things
I

want to do.

I

try hard to find a place or someone to help,

but at last,

I

can smile because life in these moments

feel happy.

I

know what

I

like and

I

find what

I

I

want."

"I see myself as a person who are very easy to get

along with, and will understand most thing if you Just
explained it in a good way, and forever trying to learns
something.
I

I

will do my best to be successful in whatever

do.”
”1 see myself as a

person who is very young with very

little experience in her life.

Who is traing hard to get

somewhere and sattle, and do something that she wants to do.

To be someone in a future, and help other people to become
a person that they want to be.”
”1 think that I see myself like a very shy person I

don’t know why

Maybe
I

I

I

think that way, but

am shy because

am afraid to speak.

person.

S

I

I

think that

I

am shy.

am not Familiar with the language,

Also

I

see myself like a very good
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"I see m yself as a person who talks too
much and will

never accomplish anything."
"I see myself as a person who works hard,

enjoys life,

try to get along with my fellow-man, expects too
much some-

times of others, especially when It comes to being on
time.
I

try to be dependable, prompt, & neat.

what of a perfectionist at times.

I

think I'm some

But people seldom see

themselves as other's see them."
STORIES ABOUT PICTURES

The picture was of a slim black man, playing a string
bass,
"He was young black and gifted, with a magic finger that

plays the base so good and mellow that it would be heard
by Saten.

He never express his felling with words he'll

play them out to the world.

he'll play it out loud.

with no shoes.
Job,

When ever there was trouble

He is all Picket Blues and a man

He travel from City to City looking for a

in his raget faded blue suit and an off white shirt.

His hair is cankie and his skin is dark, he was a black
man.

After four years out of work he decided to give up but

a by~passer heard his plea and gave him a Job in a night club.

People from all around paid what ever the price was to come

hear him play the Blues of the Devils Eye. He close his ears
from the sound of people and put his mine and soul in music.
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When ever he played he would close
his eyes put
bottom lip hold his head to an upward
slant,

m

his

as if he was in

the deepest pit of hell playing
for Saten.

He died of a

broken heart of lonelyness but still
today in the South side
of New York you could hear his
music in the wind."
The picture was a close-up of a woman's
face.
“This is a picture of a woman who has just
seen an old
lost love. He is down the street from her
and is slowly

going on his way.

Her face shows some kind of emotion; her eyes are
staring as if they are saying is it really him; her
mouth

hangs open as if she doesn't know rather to call
him or not.
She has forgotten about her cigarette that she was

about to smoke because her mind lingers back to the days that
both of them had so much in common.

The days when they

could share secrets with each other, when they could tell
eaoh other right from wrong.

She daydreams about the places

they used to go, the records they used to dance off from,
the same foods they enjoyed eating and the differences they

both had.

She could remember the quarrels they had and that

after each disagreement they had, they would make up (which
was the best part) and their relationship would become a

little stronger.

They would grow closer to each other.

Then her mind continues to go back to that day when
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after a quarrel they did not make it.

The day she found out

they had no more in common because she could no
longer help

him with his goals.

She was hurt, but she let him go his

own seperate way.

The years went by and she often thought about him.
She wondered if she would ever see him again.

Now today, she looks at him walk down the street and she

hesitates about calling him.

Then she says to herself softly

and emotionally no. I'll Just let him go on his way."

SPELLING ASSIGNMENT
Spelling is taught in different ways: spelling rules,
spelling lists, spelling bees, games and written work.
In this assignment, a sheet was handed out with office

situations described and the student was to explain in her
best grammar and spelling what she would do in the

situation.

The answers of two students are given below.

"Think about the following office situations. Then

write a paragraph explaining how you would act, or what you

would do in the situation.
(a)

Your work is up to date; but if you do more, the addi-

tional work will help your supervisor achieve a better

efficiency rating for the department.
my work is up to date, I don't see any
reason for me doing extra work unless it is
during my regular working hours and if I don* t

i) Well if
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have anything else to do, but
it is part of my Job.
ii)

(b)

I

don't think

situation I would try to help my
supervi or achieve a better efficiency
rating for the
department.
I feel that you shouldn't ftop
iking Just because your work is ud
doing more you are not only helping' to date. Bv
your supervisor and your department, but you are
also
yourself You will become more experienced heloincin the
job and at the same time your
supervisor will think
of you when she needs someone for
a higher
Being a clock watcher of having the attitudeposition.
that
your not getting paid anymore for doing
some extra
work is not good. Everyone should try to
have the
Company in Which They Work In' with a good
name,
or ^ er t0
"this, the company must progress:
by aoing extra work you can say you helped
the
company to progress and be proud*.

A beginner seems to be having difficulty with her
work.

It is not your duty to help her, but you
are aware of

several errors she has made.
i)

If a beginner is having difficulty with her work
and it is not my duty to help her but I am aware
of her errors I would help her if I know how to
do it because she is Just a biginner and she is
there to learn her Job and if nobody helps her

she might Just go ahead making the same errors
and maybe even lose her Job.
ii) In this situation I would
errors to the beginner in
try to make her feel that
superior to her. I'd help

try and point out the
a nice way.
I would not
she's stupid or that I'm
her to feel more selfconfident, by letting her correct her own mistakes
and not try to correct them myself, Just to prove
to her how much I know.
I realize that all
beginners are nervous and they are bound to make
mistakes; sometimes they are real touchy if you
make them feel like they don't know anything.
Therefore I would point out the errors and asked
if there are any questions and return to my own
work. Even though it is not my duty I would do
this because its not right to make someone feel
like an outsider and the more friendlier you are
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Pke

th ® m ° re relaxed you can feel
S
Even
though some people can work
Jji*®
under a lot of pressure, I think It
is always
J
better not to.

S??A°°rr°
working.
(o) A co-worker is

being scolded for an error you made. She

is willingly taking the blame for you.
i)

If a co-v;orker is being scolded for an
error I
made, and she is willingly taking the blame
for
me, I would go and say that it was my error
because why should she take the blame for something
she dian t do alter all she is being nice
enought
to take the blame.

ii) If a co-worker is being scolded for an error
I made
I would tell the supervisor it was my
error. Who
knows, this co-worker might get fired just because
of my error
I have to pay for my own mistakes,
.

(d) One of the office employees does not seem to be
accepted

by the group, yet she seems to be a friendly, willing, and
cooperative worker.
i)

If one of the office employees is not being
accepted by the group but she seems to be
frienly with me there* s no reason why X shouldn*t
be friendly with her just because the others dont
accept her I*m not going to accept her. She didn*t
do anything for me to dislike her.

ii) I would talk to this office employee who is not

accepted by the group and I would Introduce her
to some other employees.
Maybe then she can make
them change their impressions of her. I would try
and get her acquainted with everyone and the rest
is up to her and the other employees.
If she is
friendly, willing and a cooperative worker with
me I would treat her right, regardless of how the
other employees feel.

%
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INTERPRETATIONS OP MUSIC
The students listened to three selections
that are
well-known but which the writer could be reasonably

sure

they had not been exposed to, at least not
to the point of
familiarity. They were asked to listen and then
write what-

ever came into their minds about the music.
The first selection was a piano rendition of Debussy*

Clair de Lune.”

These are some of the comments:

Made me think of a person who was real sad. Who have
Just lost someone or something. And it made me think
of sitting in a auditorium listening to a concert.

This song made me think of someone out on a stage
playing the piano with a large audience listening
and some young dancers dancing slowly to the music.
The tune was nice and soft like a love song. The
music also made me think of a group using poses and
steps to tell a theme or a story by during movements
while dancing.
A concert in New York City.
Someone playing on a harp.
Makes me think of swans swimming accross the blue
waters. Gives me a feeling of relaxation. Makes me think
of a play with a great deal of emotion being dramatize.
It made me think I was at a concert listen to some
great music and that I were where up in the balcony
seat and I were dress so beautiful.

The second selection was the orchestral music of
Salome*

s

dance from Strauss" opera, Salome .

At first it made me think of some sound of Egyptian
music then it sounded like some kind of ballet or
either a battle.

This music made me think of a large concert with a
group of ballet dancers proforming a story to certain
movements. And some parts the music make you think of
a music being played on T.V. with something horriable
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happening to someone. And some part it sounded
sad like someone had been hurt.
Egyptians dancing for the high priest. It makes
me think of the nile river. Egyptians slaves
working to please the Pharoah. Makes me think
of a woman trying to get away from the ones who
kidnapped her I get the feeling of happiness and
sorrow from the music.
It makes me think of
runaway horses.
Made me think I were Arabian dancer doing my
fascinating dance for my master and really
enjoying it. Dancing around the floor with my
face cover. And wear silk garment.

The third selection was from Duke Ellington*

s

Black Brown and

BePge. It was “Come Sunday** featuring Bay Nance on violin and

then Johnny Hodges* saxophone.

The music made me think of someone doing a creative
dance. This also made me feel like being alone
listening to it.
To me like the person playing it has the blues and
Instead of taking it out on that person he*s taking
it out on his sax.

This musical sounded sad and dreary. It sounded as
though they mourning for their lost loved one.
It makes me think of a black person in sorrow.

A ghetto neighborhood.
Makes me feel that I*m at home all alone, boy friend
just walk out on me, I have no one to turn to. All
I can do is just cry. And be all alone without anyone
to comfort me.

This one sounded very sad to me like a blues.
ORIGINAL POETRY
The students wrote poens on several occasions but with
no other guidance than the suggestion that they write poetry.

Each poem that follows has a different author.
\
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WINTER SADNESS
The title of my poem is Winter Sadness.
express the emptiness
to winter's cold.

Yet

I

am trying to

feel when the summer sunshine turns

I

I

hope for tomorrow, to turn my

sadness into gladness.
Why do I feel so sad today?
Could it be winter chills again?
I remember days when I was glad
To see the snow upon my window pane.
Why does my heart refuse to sing?
0! Go ye cold October winds,
Let in the joy that summer brings.

Within my breast there is a sigh,
For all the happy days gone by.
My heart cries for tomorrow's sun-To bring a change of mood in me.
Then maybe I will gayer be.
MY MOTHER
My Mother
What color was she?
Was she happy?
Was she free?

What were the struggles?
What were the acts?
I wish someone would
tell me the facts.

What made her leave me all alone?
Was there no peace for her at home?
Where is this stranger I wonder?
Is she beyond the blue yonder?
I weep for you, my Mother.
(UNTITLED)

When I was a little girl
I always laugh and play.
But now I am all grown up
I take things more serious.
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(UNTITLED)

The moon is shining in the sky
The stars are glittering very bright
The earth is beautiful, the air smells sweet
People walking about the street
(UNTITLED)
I

have once loved and lost

It is not the only love 1*11 lose

Now that I am older and more sure
I am going all the way to. get my goal.
(UNTITLED)
I know I can make it
At least I'll try,
In case I don’t
I won’t sit and cry
I'll just try again
until I succeed
Then my heart will be contented
Because I’ll have all I need!!

(UNTITLED)
She has a gleem in her hair, and a sparkle in her
eyes.
She'll tell you off quicker than a cat can wink
an eye.
She'll give you her heart on a silver platter,
And a hand full of tears when something's the matter.
If ever you need advice come to Kathy she'll fix
you up nice.

WHAT IS WAR

War
War
War
But

is something that hurts
is something that's killing
is something that should be stop
when, when will it all end.
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JACKIE
Why God made little girls
Just a little girl with a
lot of funny ways.
Just three foot size of mischief
With big brown eyes that fairly
blaze
xou are always up to something
With those busy hands of yours
So God created you with laughing
eyes
and bunching curls.
For the world when seen through
my little girls eyes greatly resembles
paradise
I love you dear
And God made you just for me.
To the Instructors:

THE WORLD’S GREATEST FARMERS
We came to you, a good soil, ready and willing
to bo cultivated in the fields of knowledge.
You worked the soil, with your teachings and guidance,
and a seed of determination was Planted into us.
Ray by day you watered this seed and the roots began
to spread,
from your added concern and interest, we began to grow.
Now we have grown into bright colorful flowers
showing to all what good farmers can do,
keeping in mind the qualities of good farmers,
and seeing the growths from the fruits of your labor.
Today we’re happy to have been chosen to be the soil
with which you had to work.
We Thank You.

An unsolicited poem written by a student upon her

graduation from MOST.
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INTERPRETING POETRY
The students were given three poems
to read and
answer questions about. They were poems
of reasonable difficulty because the writer wanted to see
how much of the true

meaning of the poetry could be assimilated.
Unfortunately
it is impossible to give the poems here
because of copy-

right laws, but the students were able to
grasp some of the
more obscure or abstract ideas expressed. One
of the poems
said in effect that poverty must be lived with
on intimate
terms for one to know it, it cannot be communicated
any

other way. The comment of one of the students follows.
Yos, its very true Because I live in the gettho
part
of the^ city and no one from Avon Mountain could
tell
me a thing about the dirt and smell of the Northend.
You see it every day and try to pretend its not there
until maybe you hear gun shots or sirens of the police
or ambulance, wondering where they are going to stop,
was it your brother, who is playing in the street, or
was it your neighbor? You just don't want to face
reality so you go on from day to day hoping that things
will change.
You don't want handouts you're a man
and a strong one so you feel its time that things were
changed but you know deep inside that if there were
changes they would so collapse because you have lived
in the Northend. Not always is it your fault but mostly
so you go back on your day to day basis Now do you

think for one minute, that man on Avon Mountain or any
mountain could tell you the sorrow in your heart or
family or friends and mostly your community? I don't
care how much education one has he cannot do this.

APPENDIX III
SAMPLES OP COUNSELING REPORTS
h d he Wr ° ng dea of the entlre
Purpose of
MOST “sh.
v,
i
MOST.
She ?
felt she
was here
to learn to type in order
to get a typing job.
She said this was a constant
worry to her every night when she went
home.
I
"
86 of MOST
the class schedule and
coS
t0
1 s ave ^or a brief orientation
of
P urpoS8 of thQ Urban League in relation
to MOOT
MOoP and v,w
what was expected of the MOST students.
able t0 get into the Program at
fit
firot because of her health. We talked
about this and
she seemed quite pleased that I had
explained it.
sne s planning to move because the
apartment she is
nois y» She is worried about how she will
afford to pay someone to help her move because
husband is deceased, and she doesn't know anyone her
to
ask. She said she would keep us informed
about this
problem.
One of her four children goes to a special
school.

^

"lo'w'T

Si

graduated from a high school in the South.
sne finds the work here in the MOST program more
difficult than the school work at home. The classes
were much bigger and the teachers weren't able to
give mucn individual help. The teachers also tended
to overlook errors, for instance, in Language. She
feels much of her problem is due to the fact that she's
been out of school so long. She said that she needs
more work in everything.
She definitely feels self-conscious about being
slower than the other girls. She attributes this to
the fact that they got out of school recently.

and I spent much of the time talking about
her shyness. She said that she's much better than she
was although she still is very shy about most things.
We talked about how it really isn't much fun being*
shy and. how many times it holds you back from doing
things you really want to do. She said that sometimes
she ends up staying home because of her shyness,
although there are parties she'd really like to go to.
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told her that
become involved
would force her
could gradually
I

it would be good if she could
in something outside of work that
to be more outgoing. That way she
become more at ease with people.
She said that she has only been in Hartford
for*

about four months and doesn't really know anyone
in the area or what there is to do. I told her
then to really concentrate on speaking here out
here at KOST We also talked about how important
this is as far as her job is concerned.
She thinks part of her trouble in typing
comes from the fact that she doesn't have her
glasses.
She has a very difficult time seeing
the letters. She thinks she should have them by
next week.
•

read her evaluation and seemed quite
upset and really surprised.
She especially was
upset that we felt she was bored and that her
attitude was poor.
She had no Idea that this
is tho way she appeared and at first felt that
it just wasn't true. After we talked though,
gradually she seemed to accept the fact that her
behavior led us to this conclusion. She said that
she is not bored and that she really is interested
in her work. She admitted to the loud talking and
said that maybe she talked so much because she
always used to in high school.

ASSIGNED PROJECTS
The writer's idea underlying the assigned projects was
to give the students a reason and an opportunity to do other

kinds of creative things than were called for in class.

They were given the following list early in the session and
they signed up for one or several projects which they worked
on two or three times a week at MOST as well as at home.

Presentations of projects were given whenever several were
ready.
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1.

Look up prices of food in the newspaper
and plan a
complete menu for each meal for a week.*

2.

Cut out pictures from magazines and
"arrange” a living

room the way you would like it arranged.*
3.

Do the above for any room in the house.*

4.

Read the newspaper and find at least

5

ads which offer

something for sale on the Installment plan and figure
out how much money you have to pay for your purchase.
5.

Rian a wardrobe for

5 days,

including color combi-

nations and accessories.*
6.

Make up a weekly and daily routine to follow for good

grooming.
7.

Make a story book for a child of any age. Write the story

and use magazine pictures or construction paper cutouts
or draw pictures as illustrations.*
8.

Record sounds that tell a story. Play the tape for
class and have them guess the details of the story.

9.

Tell as exciting a story as you can in pictures, in
sequence, on a roll of paper.

10.

Write an ending to a story.

11. Act out a story or a poem,*
12.

Draw a picture of the ideas in a poem.*

13. Put on tape a program of news events for the class.

14. Make up tongue-twisters with sounds that give trouble.
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15. Make a crossword puzzle.#
16. Make a tree of life

— showing

Important events in your

life in the order in which they happened.
17. Make your personal dictionary of words you
have trouble

remembering.
18.

Collect pictures and write captions for them.

19. Three or four students choose a topic and discuss
it

for the class--either in person or on tape.#
20. Write a poem.#
21. Make up the words and music to a song

— put

it on the

tape recorder for the class.#
22. Make an oral report (or written) and present it to the

class. It can be on anything of interest to you.#
24.

Sewing projects: put in a zipper; hem stitching; make

button holes by hand. Bring to class and explain.
25. Learn to use the telephone dlrectory--yellow pages.#
26. Write a short story.#
27. Present a play or skit to the class. It could be written

by the student or a group of students.
28. Teach something to the class: games,
29. Make an Office Worker's Handbook.

song, dance,

etc.#

Keep any information

you feel is Important from typing, language, math and

filing classes to use as a guide or refer to when you
are on the job.#
The asterisk indicates projects that were executed.
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STUDENTS 1 GOALS
In group counseling, the students
were asked what

were their goals

-

what did they hope to get out of the
MOST

program, the opportunity it offered and
the challenge? The
following answers were given and they are
listed in the
order in which the group gave them.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13*
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Happiness
Security
Contributes to health
Contentment
Keeps mind alert
Keeps you youthful
Self-respect
Responsibility
Confidence
Makes my mother happy
Gives you courage
Independence
Improvement of self
Contribution to others
Setting an example
Dependability
Extra skills
Understanding of others and what work is
Money - pay bills and save
Communication
Wise use of time

Another group of students expressed themselves a little
differently on this question:
1. To earn money so I can go to school and become a nurse.
2. To get training so I can use it for a better job
3.

4.
5.
6.

in Puerto Rico,
To get skill training to make a better life for self
and family.
To improve myself so I can get a better job anyplace.
To get training so I can get a job so as time goes
on I won*t go down.
To get training to get a good job to be independent
(me and my son).
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7.

t ter ^ 0b and to learn
how to fit
T°
in with all types of peoDle.
8.
r Ve 1
eVery aspect Set a better
Job.
4
?
9. To i2 f 2 ralning
S0 1 can say that 1* ve
accomSOmethlns * won,t ha7e t0 look down on
myself!
10 To accomplish what wasn’t
accomplished in high
01 and tQ bS in a position to
d0 office
work
11 . To get training to get a job and
not depend on
anyone for anything.

^

,

!

i?<^V

.

STRESS SITUATIONS FOR ROLE PLAY
1) You are asked by your supervisor to do
more work

than you can do.

Quite often a new girl doesn’t know how

she 11 ever do her job and is literally bowled
over by the

work load.
2) People are being nosey about why you were
absent.

How does one distinguish between the person who is
merely
being polite in asking and the one who is indeed nosey and

butting in to your business?
3) Racial slurs

—

face to face and behind your back.

4) You are introduced to your new supervisor and don't

remember his name. What do you do?
5) You get on your job the first day and feel very

conspicuous about typing. You seem to forget everything you
ever learned and are making mistakes all over the place

you feel like everyone is watching you and is aware of how

poorly you are typing.

What do you do?

6) Girl in your unit is causing trouble for you by

spreading rumors about you on the job.

10 ?

7) Your supervisor is never available
to speak to you.

You have a problem but she is either always
busy or you are
afraid to approach her with your problem.
8) Your supervisor tells you how to do a
job three

times and you still don't understand. What
do you do?

How do you react when you have to do your
work and
the others in your work area are obviously
not working?
9)

HOW TO BE A LEARNER

A good learner asks these Questions before learning;
Do

I

know what I'm going to learn? Is the environment right

foi learning? How can I make it better? How much do

to know to do it right? How will

I

I

have

know when I've learned it?

The environment for learning must have these elements;
an example,

explanation by steps of what is to be learned,

everything must be relevant to what is to be learned, and
it must be taught at a rate the learner can manage.

In the application of the learning, the learner

listens carefully to the material presented then tries it.
If he finds he does not know it thoroughly, he asks ques-

tions, he focuses in on whatever he doesn't understand

and keeps asking until he has all the inf ormatioi he needs.

How many questions does he need to ask? The mark of a good
learner is to ask questions until he is sure he now has
learned.
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A good learner asks questions after learning:
Do

know enough about it? Can
my performance? How? Can

I
I

do it correctly? Can

I

I

improve

teach it to someone else?

A good learner plunges right in and passes on the
learning, uses it and finds out what*s right and what he
still needs to learn.

A good learner doesn*t wait for

someone else to measure the learning, he finds out for himself by trying to teach someone else what he has learned.

He corrects what he finds he did not learn right, then
tries again and this is how he improves in what he has

learned.

He keeps trying.

A good learner often takes notes to refer to.
The good learner reaps the rewards of learning by

learning with greater ease end accuracy the more he practises the art of learning.
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